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ORGANIZATION PROFILE
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION CORPORATION LIMITED (REC)
Rural Electrification Corporation Limited (REC), a NAVRATNA Central Public Sector
Enterprise under Ministry of Power, was incorporated on July 25, 1969 under the Companies Act 1956.
REC a listed Public Sector Enterprise Government of India with a net worth of Rs. 14,745 Crore as on
31.03.12. Its main objective is to finance and promote rural electrification projects all over the country. It
provides financial assistance to State Electricity Boards, State Government Departments and Rural
Electric Cooperatives for rural electrification projects as are sponsored bythem.
REC provides loan assistance to SEBs/State Power Utilities for investments in rural electrification
schemes through its Corporate Office located at New Delhi and 17 field units (Project Offices),
which are Located in most of the States.
The Project Offices in the States coordinate the programmes of REC’s financing with the
concerned SEBs/State Power Utilities and facilitate in formulation of schemes, loan sanction and
disbursement and implementation of schemes by the concerned SEBs/State Power Utilities.

CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR RURAL ELECTRIFICATION (CIRE)
Central Institute for Rural Electrification (CIRE), Hyderabad was established in the year 1979
under the aegis of Rural Electrification Corporation Limited (REC), a Government of India Enterprise.
The campus is located in an area of about 14 acres on the Bangalore Highway, close to International
Airport. The Institute has 4 class rooms, 14 syndicate rooms, and a hostel with 36 AC rooms, two suites,
and a dining hall.
CIRE organises programmes on technical, financial and management themes for the executives of
power utilities across the country. The Institute is empanelled to organise the training programmes of
Distribution Reforms and Upgrades Management (DRUM) under USAID. The DRUM programmes are
being organised for the past 7 years at CIRE campus as well as in the premises of power utilities. CIRE
has also been empanelled by PFC to organise R-APDRP programmes.
CIRE has also been empanelled by Ministry of External Affairs, GOI to organise International
Training Programmes for Afro-Asian, Latin American and other countries under ITEC/SCAAP. These
programmes are being organised by CIRE for the last 7 years. CIRE is also empanelled as Partner
Training Institute for conducting Training Programmes for Executives and C&D Category of Employees
of Distribution Companies under R-APDRP (Restructured - Accelerated Power Development Reforms
Programme).
CIRE is the Nodal Agency for coordinating and implementing the National Training Programmes
for Franchisees and C&D Employees under RGGVY (Rajiv Gandhi Grameen Vidyuthikaran Yojana) of
Ministry of Power, GOI since April 2009.
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CHAPTER - 1
Introduction, Electricity Distribution Company- Functions,
Electricity Act 2003
Introduction:C&D Employees:
Large number of non-executives in secretarial staff, accounts wing, technical staff in nonexecutives and Class-IV In Power Distribution Companies are categorized as C&D employees.
The UDCs, LDCs, Stock Verifiers, Store Clerks, Typists etc. are the ministerial staff. Helpers,
Linemen, Line Inspectors, Electrician, Sub-station Operators, Consumer Complaint Attendants,
Meter Reader fall under the technical staff whereas Peon, Chowkidars, Jamadars etc. belong to
Class-IV employees.
National Training Program for C&D employees:
A comprehensive plan titled as, “National Training program for C&D employees’ aiming at skill
upgrades of the C&D employees working in Power Distribution companies in the Country is
approved by the Ministry of Power, Government of India, with Rural Electrification Corporation
Limited as the nodal agency for implementation. The program commenced in11th five year plan
and 76793 Group C&D employees of various power distribution companies were trained during
the 11th Plan period ie upto March 2012. The training program delivery consists of the following
objectives.
Objectives:
 Identify three or four major categories under the C&D category of employees in power
distribution companies, and design custom made training programmes for these employees
 Develop reference material and other instruments necessary to conduct these training
programmes.
 Identify and empanel the power utilities and the qualifying training institutions under the
power utilities or otherwise to deliver the training programmes.
 Develop an MIS as an online portal to capture and report updates and also serve as a platform
to provide information to all concerned.
This course is intended for Non-executives category of C&D employees i.e,
LDCs/UDCs/Typists/Accountants/Store-keepers/Store Clerks and such office assistants. It
contains useful information on various topics such as Works Execution, Revenue Management,
Financial Accounting and Budget Control, Human resources development
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Electricity Distribution Company - Functions
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Distribution is a network of lines, receiving Power at 66 Kv/33 Kv and derating to 11 Kv, and
440 volts and supplying Power to customers
The distribution is divided into two divisions
1. Primary Distribution: Primary Distribution is the network at 11 KV emanating
from 33/11 Kv SS or 66/11 KV SS
2. Secondary Distribution: It is the network operating at utilization voltage i.e.
volts at consumer premises.

440v/220

CUSTOMER:
One who receives Power supplied by Licensee (Power Co) at appropriate tariff.
At what voltages customer gets Power in a Distribution:





33KV
22KV
11 KV
440 volts

General Terms Used in Distribution:
1. CURRENT: Current is measured in Amps. The Ampere is the basic unit of electric current. It
is that current which produces a specified forces between two parallel wires.
2 VOLTAGE: It is measure of electric potential. A potential of one volt appears across a
resistance of one ohm when current one Amp flow through that resistance.
3. RESISTANCE:

Voltage
Current
The unit of resistance is ohm (Ώ)
4. KILOVOLT AMPERE: (KVA): It is the product of Kilovolts and Amps. This measures the
electrical Load on a Circuit or a System.
For Single Phase Circuit KVA: Voltage x Amps/1000
For Three Phase Circuit KVA: √13 x Voltage x Amps/1000
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5. KILOWATT (KW) ACTIVE POWER`:
It is the active power of work producing Part
For Single Phase Power (KW): Volts x Amps x Power Factor
1000
For 3 Phase: Power Kw = √3 x Volts x Amps x Power Factor
1000
POWER FACTOR: it is the ratio between KW and KVA.
Power Factor =

Kw
KVA

6. KILOWATT HOUR: (Kwh): It is the energy consumed by 1000 watts in one hour. If
1 kw of electrical equipment is operated for one hour, it would consume 1 kwh of
energy (one unit)
7. MAXlMUM DEMAND: It is highest average KVA recorded with in a month. The
demand is measured using trivector meter Digital Meter.
8. POWER TRANSFORMER: At 33 KV
It receives Power at 33 KV and derate to 11 KV
Normal Capacities of 33/11KV Power Transformers: 10 MVA, 8 MVA, 5 MVA, 3.15 MVA,
1.6 MVA
9. Distribution Transformer: it receives Power at 11 KV and derates to 4 33 Volts
Electricity Distribution Company
1. What is Electricity Distribution Company:


It is a company having license to distribute Electric power to various categories of customers
in the area at tariff fixed by Electricity Regulatory Commission and responsible for energy
purchased, and sold.

2. Who will be the Head of Distribution Company
 Distribution Company will be headed by Chairman - Managing Director with 3-4 Directors.
3. What is the role of Distribution Company


Distribution Company purchases power from Transmission Companies (Transco) , National
Grid and sell to Customer, maintain quality and reliable supply to Customers
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4. Administration of Distribution Co
a. Distribution Company is divided in to Zones headed by Chief Engineer Zone
b. Each Zone is divided into Circles, headed by Superintending Engineers
c. Each Circle is divided in to Divisions, headed by Divisional Engineer/Executive
Engineers
d. Each Division is divided into Sub-Divisions, headed by Asst. Divisional Engineer/SubDivisional Engineer
e. Each sub-division is divided into sections headed by Assistant Engineer/junior Engineer.
Each section comprising of average 6000-7000 connections.
Functions of Electricity distribution company






Purchase of Power from Transco/ National Grid
Distribution of Power to Customers
Accounting of Energy (input Units) purchased
Accounting of Energy (Sales) sold to customers
Maintaining company assets i.e. No. of 33/11 KV Sub-Stations, 33 KV network length,
Power Transformer Capacity, 11 KV network, Distribution Transformers, LT network,
Customer metering.
 Planning for Expansion of substation Capacity
 New sub-stations, lines, additional transformers etc.
 Customer Service with emphasis on Customer relationship management
 Periodical review of Distribution System covering
1. Line Losses
2. Overloaded Distribution Transformers
3. Overloaded HT Lines
4. Over loaded Substations
5. Revenue Collections
6. System Defects
7. Low Voltage Pockets
8. Purchase of Line material, and Equipment
9. Erection of new Sub-Stations, Lines
10. Providing Quality Metering to Customer
11. Maintaining Quality and reliable Power supply to Customer
12. Providing training to employees for upgrading their skills.
FUNCTIONS OF DISTRIBUTION SECTION
A. Distribution Section is having workload of average 6000-7000 customers
1. Who will head the Section: Assistant Engineer/Junior Engineer will head the Section
2. What are the functions carried out in section
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a) Maintaining Assets of Section i.e. length of 33 kv line, , Power Transformers, 11 KV
lines, Distribution Transformers and LT lines, Meters etc.
b) Maintaining and up dating route maps of 33 KV, 11kv and LT Lines with Distribution
Transformers
c) Customer indexing
d) Maintaining Equipment registers Power Transformers, Distribution Transformers
e) O&M of 33/11 Kv Sub-station
f) Maintenance of Lines, and Equipment
g) Monthly meter reading, billing and Collections
h) Peak Load Average readings of DTRS
i) Maintaining fuse call centre
j) Customer Care
k) Releasing New Connections
l) Execution of Extension Works
m) Study on losses and Planning for revamping








M. I.S. reporting to higher-ups
Arresting Pilferage
Proper allocation of work to O&M Staff
Guiding employees, workers on safety precautions
Educate Employees, workers on System Losses
Educate Customer on Energy Conservation
Educate Workers, employees about Best Practices in Operation and Maintenance of
System.

Electricity act 2003
Its content super cedes and consolidates the provisions of


The Indian Electricity Act 1910



The Indian Electricity Act 1948



The Electricity Regulatory Commission Act 1998

Brief discussion of the above acts
Indian Electricity Act 1910:
This act regulates License, Works, Supply, Transmission & Usage of Energy by non
licensee, Administration and Rules, Criminal offenses and Procedures
Electricity Act 1948 :
This act rationalises the production and supply of Electricity. It enacts
a. The central electricity authoirity
b. State Electricity Boards, Transmission companies, Generating companies
c. Powers & duties of State electricity boards, transmission companies and generation
companies
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d. The works and trading procedures of Board and companies
e. Boards, Finance, Accounts and Audits
The Electricity Regulatory Commission Act 1998:
This Act provides
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establishment of Central Electricity Regulatory commission and State electricity
commission
Central and State Transmission Utilities
Rationalization of Electricity tariff
Transparent policies regarding subsidies

Electricity Act 2003
 Electricity Act 2003 along with National Electricity Policy are said to be culmination of
Power Sector Reforms in India which started in 1991 by opening up of Indian Power
Sector thereby promoting entry of private players into power generation (IPPs)through
MOU route
 Power Sector Reforms aimed at ensuring the sector to become more efficient ,lowering
the cost and delivering better results
Milestones
Year
1991

Milestones
IPP Process

1995 Competitive Bidding Mandatory for Generation Projects and Orissa Reform Act 1996
Orissa
Electricity Regulatory Commission formed and Common Minimum Action Plan for
Power Sector
1998 Central Electricity Regulatory Commission Act
Power Transmission

and Private Sector Participation in

1999 State Regulatory Commissions formed in many States and Privatisation of Distribution in
Orissa 2001 Accelerated Power Development and Reform Programme (APDRP)
2002 Privatisation of Distribution Business in Delhi
2003 Electricity Act 2003
2004 Open Access in Inter-State Transmission Regulation
2005 RGGVY Programme and National Electricity Policy
2006 Rural Electrification Policy
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Purpose Of The Act:. Objective: Competition, Protection of consumers interest &Power for all areas
 Creates liberal framework for power development
 Creates competitive environment. Facilitates private investment
 Delicences generation
 Multiple Licensing in Distribution
 Rural Areas: Stand alone generation and distribution delicenced
 Stringent provision for controlling theft of energy
 Obligates states to restructure SEBs
 Mandates creation of Regulatory Commissions
 Tariff to be determined by Regulatory Commissions
 Open access in Transmission from outset
 Open access in Distribution to be allowed by SERCs in phases
 Gradual phasing out of cross subsidies
 Trading a distinct licensed activity to promote development of Electricity market
 Appellate Tribunal of Electricity to hear appeals against orders of CERC/SERCs

Important clauses of Act
Rural Electrification: Relevant provisions of Electricity Act 2003
Section 4. The Central Govt. shall, after consultation with the State Govts. prepare and notify a
national policy, permitting standalone systems( including those based on renewable source of
energy and non-conventional sources of energy for rural areas
Section 2(63). “stand alone system ” means the electricity system set up to generate power and
distribute electricity in a specified area without connection to Grid
Section 5. The Central Govt. shall also formulate a national policy in consultation with State
Govts. and the State Commissions for rural electrification and for bulk purchase of power and for
management of local distribution in rural areas through Panchayat Institutions , user’s
association, co-operative societies non-Governmental organisations (NGOs)or Franchisees
Section 6. The Appropriate Govt. shall endeavour to supply electricity to all areas including
villages and hamlets.
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Generation Of Electricity:
• Section 7: Any Generating Company may establish operate maintain a generating station
without obtaining License if it complies with technical standards relating to connectivity with
grid.(particularly in case of Thermal Generation).However Envirinmental clearences shall have
to be obtained from the concerned agencies.
• Section 8: Hydro Electric Generation
Notwithstanding anything contained in section 7 any Generating Company intending to set
up hydro station shall obtain license from the concerned authorities.
• Section 9: Captive Generation:


A person may construct, maintain or operate a captive plant and dedicated transmission
lines.



He has the right to open access for the purpose of carrying electricity from generating
plant to destination of his use.

• Section 10: Duties of Generating Company:The company shall be able to establish, operate and maintain Generating station, tie
lines, substation and dedicated transmission lines. Generating company may supply electricity to
any license for distribution of power.
• Section 12: Licensing
No Person shall


Transmit electricity



Distribute electricity or



Undertake trading in electricity unless he is authorized to do so by a license issued by
appropriate commission.

• Section 13: Power to Exempt:The appropriate commission direct by notification that the provision of section 12 shall
not apply to all local authority or franchises.
• Section 24: Suspension of distribution license:
The appropriate commission may suspend the license if:-
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The distribution licensee failed to maintain uninterrupted supply of electricity to
consumer.



The distribution licensee unable to discharge the functions.



Persistently default.



The distribution licensee breaks the terms conditions of license

Transmission of Electricity
• Section 25: The central Government may make region wise demarcation for the purpose of
interstate, regional and interregional transmissions.
• Section 26: The central Government may establish National load dispatch centre at National
level, and at regions- Regional level dispatch centers.
• Section 30: The State Commission shall facilitate and promote transmission, wheeling and
inter connection arrangements.
• Section 31: The State Government shall establish a centre known State level of Dispatch
Centre.
• Section 34: Every transmission license shall comply with such technical standards of operation
and maintenance of transmission lines.
• Section 39: State Transmission Utility:


The state Government may notify the Board or a Government Company as state
transmission utility.



The state transmission utility shall not engage the business of trading in electricity.
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Distribution of Electricity
• Section 42: Duties of Distribution Licensee:

The Licensee shall develop and maintain efficient, coordinated and economical
distribution system.



The state commission shall introduce open access.



State Commission permits a consumer to receive supply of electricity from a person other
than the distribution license of his area of supply; such consumer shall be liable to pay an
additional surcharge on wheeling charges.



The licensee may establish a forum for redressal of grievances of consumers.



State commission appoints Ombudsman for redressal of grievances of consumers who
aggrieved by non-redressal at Forum

• Section 43: Every Distribution Licensee shall, on an application by the owner - give supply to
the premises within a month after receipt of application.
• Section 50: A distribution licensee may, with prior intimation to appropriate commission,
engage in any other businesses.
• Section 53: The Authority may, in consultation with State Government specify suitable
measures for


Protecting public from danger (including persons in Generation, Transmission and
Distribution) arising from Generation, Transmission, Distribution.



Eliminating or reducing the risk of personal inquiry to any person

• Section 55: No Licensee shall supply electricity except through installation of correct meter.
• Section 56: Where any person neglects to pay any charge for electricity, the license may cut off
supply after giving 15 days notice.
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• Section 57: The appropriate commission specifies standards of performance.

Tariff
• Section 61: Tariff Regulations
The appropriate commissions shall specify the terms and conditions determination of tariff 20
• Offences and Penalties
• Section 135: Theft of electricity: - Whoever dishonestly
 Taps overhead lines, underground cables or service wires of a license


Tampers a meter, loop connection or any other device or a method which interferes with
proper recording of units.



Damage electric meter.

Shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 3 years or with fine or
with both.
• Section 153: The State Government may further purposes of providing speedy trial of offenses
referred constitute as many special courts as may be necessary. A special court consists of a
single judge appointed by Government with concurrence of High court.
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Chapter - 2
Rajiv Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana
Rajiv Gandhi Grameena Vidyutikarana Yojana (RGGVY) was launched in April-05 by merging
all ongoing schemes. Under the programme 90% grant is provided by Govt. of India and 10% as
loan by REC to the State Governments. REC is the nodal agency for the programme.

The RGGVY aims at:


Electrifying all villages and habitations as per new definition



Providing access to electricity to all rural households



Providing electricity Connection to Below Poverty Line (BPL) families free of charge

Infrastructure under RGGVY:


Rural Electricity Distribution Backbone (REDB) with 33/11 KV (or 66/11 KV) substation of adequate capacity in blocks where these do not exist.



Village Electrification Infrastructure (VEI) with provision of distribution transformer of
appropriate capacity in villages/habitations.



Decentralized Distributed Generation (DDG) Systems based on conventional & non
conventional energy sources where grid supply is not feasible or cost-effective.

Implementation Methodology and conditions under RGGVY:


Preparation of District based detailed project reports for execution on turnkey basis.



Involvement of central public sector undertakings of power ministry in implementation of
some projects.Certification of electrified village by the concerned Gram Panchayat.



Deployment of franchisee for the management of rural distribution for better consumer
service and reduction in losses.



Undertaking by States for supply of electricity with minimum daily supply of 6- 8 hours
of electricity in the RGGVY network.



Making provision of requisite revenue subsidy by the state.
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Determination of Bulk Supply Tariff (BST) for franchisee in a manner that ensures
commercial viability.



Three tier quality monitoring Mechanism for XI Plan Schemes made mandatory.



Web based monitoring of progress



Release of funds linked to achievement of pre-determined milestones



Electronic transfer of funds right up to the contractor level



Notification of Rural Electrification Plans by the state governments.

RGGVY IN THE XI PLAN
 Continuation of "Rajiv Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana – Scheme of Rural
Electricity Infrastructure and Rural Household Electrification", has been sanctioned in the XIPlan for attaining the goal of providing access to electricity to all households, electrification of
about 1.15 lakh un-electrified villages and electricity connections to 2.34 crore BPL households
by 2009. The approval has been

accorded for capital subsidy of Rs.28000 crore during the

Eleventh Plan period.
 Ninety per cent capital subsidy is provided towards overall cost of the projects under the scheme,
excluding the amount of state or local taxes, which will be borne by the concerned State/State
Utility. 10% of the project cost to be contributed by states through own resources/loan from
financial institutions.
 The states will finalize their Rural Electrification Plans in consultation with Ministry of the
state which will ensure the achievement of objectives of the scheme.
 For projects to be eligible for capital subsidy under the scheme, prior commitment of the
States be obtained before sanction of projects under the scheme for:
i) Guarantee by State Government for a minimum daily supply of 6-8 hours of Electricity
in the RGGVY network with the assurance of meeting any deficit . In this context by supplying
electricity at subsidized tariff as required under The Electricity Act, 2003.

ii) Deployment of franchisees for the management of rural distribution in Projects financed
under the scheme and to undertake steps necessary to Operationalize the scheme.
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SCOPE OF THE SCHEME
Under the scheme, projects could be financed with capital subsidy for provision of:
1.

Rural Electricity Distribution Backbone (REDB)
Provision of 33/11 KV (or 66/11 KV) sub-stations of adequate capacity and

lines in

blocks where these do not exist.

2. Creation of Village Electrification Infrastructure (VEI)
i) Electrification of un-electrified villages.
ii) Electrification of un-electrified habitations with a population of above 100.
iii) Provision of distribution transformers of appropriate capacity in electrified villages
/ habitation(s).

3. Decentralized Distributed Generation (DDG) and Supply
Decentralized

distribution-cum-generation

from

conventional

or

renewable

or

nonconventional sources such as biomass, bio fuel, bio gas, mini hydro, geo thermal and solar
etc. for villages where grid connectivity is either not feasible or not cost effective. The funding
will be on the pattern of 90% subsidy from Government of India and 10% loan from REC or
from own funds of the state/loan from financial institutions. The Monitoring Committee on
RGGVY, while sanctioning DDG projects under RGGVY, shall coordinate with MNRE to avoid
any overlap. The provision for subsidy requirement for DDG is Rs.540 crore.

4. REDB, VEI and DDG would indirectly facilitate power requirement of agriculture and other
activities including irrigation pump sets, small and medium industries, khadi and village
industries,cold chains, healthcare, education and IT etc. This would facilitate overall rural
development, employment generation and poverty alleviation.

5. Rural Household Electrification of Below Poverty Line Households:
i) BPL households will be provided free electricity connections. The rate of
reimbursement for providing free connections to BPL households would be Rs.2200 per
household.
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ii) Households above poverty line are to pay for their connections at prescribed
connection charges and no subsidy would be available for this purpose.

iii) Wherever SC/ST population exists amongst BPL households and subject to being
eligible otherwise, they will be provided connection free of cost and a separate record
will be kept for such connection.

6. The over-all subsidy of components from Paras 1, 2, 3 and 5 (above) taken together should
be kept within 90% of the over-all project cost.

THREE-TIER QUALITY MONITORING MECHANISM
The projects under the scheme will be subject to Quality Monitoring Mechanism. The
details of the Three Tier Quality Control Mechanism are as under :-

(a) First Tier
Project implementing agency (PIA) would be responsible for the first tier of the Quality
Control Structure. Further PIA will engage third party inspection agency, whose responsibility
will be to ensure that all the materials to be utilized and the workmanship confirm to the
prescribed specifications. It will be synchronized with phased release of funds under RGGVY
and inspection and proof of corrective action will be mandatory requirement for release of
funds.This inspection will cover approx. 50% villages on random sample basis for each project
and 10% pre-despatch inspections of major materials.

(b) Second Tier
Rural Electrification Corporation, will get the inspection done of the works/materials
from its non-field staff and by outsourcing it. REC may outsource it to retired employees of State
Electricity Boards/State Utilities/ CPSUs. All such reports should be organized and analyzed by
REC through the project implementation. These individuals would be designated as REC Quality
Monitors (RQM).
The inspection will cover quality checks at pre-shipment stage at the vendors' outlet of major
materials and 10% villages on random sample basis.
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(c) Third Tier
1. Independent Evaluators (Individuals /Agency) will be engaged by the Ministry of Power for
evaluation, at random, of supply and erection under the programme. These persons would be
designated as National Quality Monitors (NQM). It will be the responsibility of the state to
facilitate the inspection of works by the NQM, who shall be given free access to all
administrative, technical and financial records. Evaluation
will cover 1% villages. They shall also report on the general functioning of the Quality Control
mechanism in the District.

2. The Monitors shall submit their report to the Ministry. The reports of the NQMs will be sent
by REC to the RQM for appropriate action within a period to be specified. In case quality check
by RQM or NQM reveals 'unsatisfactory' work, the implementing agency shall ensure that the
contractor replace the material or rectifies the workmanship (as the case may be) within the time
period stipulated. In respect of NQM Reports, the REC Quality Coordinator shall, each month,
report on the action taken on each of the pending Reports. All works rated 'unsatisfactory' shall
be re-inspected by RQM or NQM after a rectification report has been received from the REC
Quality Coordinator. REC will designate an Executive Director as in-charge of the Monitoring
system.

3. Recurrent adverse reports about quality of works in a given District / State might entail
suspension of the Programme in that area till the underlying causes of defective work have been
addressed.

4. The REC Quality Coordinator / Third party inspection unit shall be the authority to receive
and inquire into complaints / representations in respect of quality of works and they would be
responsible for sending a reply after proper investigation to the complainant within 30 days. The
REC for this purpose, shall ensure the following:(i) The name, address and other details of the REC Quality Coordinator / third party inspection
unit will be given adequate publicity in the State (including tender notices, websites, etc.) as the
authority empowered to receive complaints.
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(ii) All complaints shall be acknowledged on receipt (giving registration no.) and likely date of
reply shall be indicated. On receipt of the report, the complainant shall be informed of the
outcome and the action taken / proposed.
(iii) Complaints received through the Ministry of Power, REC will normally be sent to the REC
Quality Coordinator for enquiry and necessary action. In case report from an RQM is desired,
this shall be furnished within the time specified. In case an adequate response is not received
within the stated time schedule, the REC may 17 depute an NQM and further processing will be
done only on the basis of NQM report.
(iv) The RQC shall make a monthly report to the REC (in a prescribed format) and the status of
action on complaints shall be discussed in the District Committees.
(v) REC could develop a web site for complaints, inspection and rectification.

5. The Quality Control Mechanism would be governed by the Quality Control Manual prepared
by REC for the scheme.

OTHER FEATURES

Monitoring Committee
The Monitoring Committee constituted by the Ministry of Power under the Chairmanship
of Secretary (Power), Government of India will sanction the projects, including revised cost
estimates, monitor and review the implementation of the scheme in addition to issuing necessary
guidelines from time to time for effective implementation of the scheme.

Cost Norms
The cost norms for village electrification are as below. 90% grant will not be applicable to
the amount of state or local taxes, which will have to be borne by the concerned State / State
Utility. They would be released by the Monitoring Committee in exceptional cases to be
analyzed for border area, remote districts etc.
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COST NORMS FOR VILLAGE ELECTRIFICATION

1.

Electrification of un-electrified village

Cost (Rs. In lakhs)

a.

In normal terrain

13

b.

In hilly, tribal, desert areas

18

2.

Intensive electrification of already electrified village

a.

In normal terrain

4

In hilly, tribal, desert areas

6

Cost of electricity connection to BPL household

0.022

3.

FRANCHISEES
The management of rural distribution would be through franchisees who could be NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs), Users Association, Panchayat Institutions, Cooperatives
or individual entrepreneurs. The franchisee arrangement could be for system beyond and
including feeders from sub-station or from and including Distribution Transformer(s). The
franchisee should be preferably input based to reduce AT&C losses so as to make the system
revenue sustainable.
Revenue Sustainability
Based on the consumer mix and the prevailing consumer tariff and likely load, the Bulk
Supply Tariff (BST) for the franchisee would be determined after ensuring commercial viability
of the franchisee. Wherever feasible, bidding may be attempted for determining the BST. This
Bulk Supply Tariff would be fully factored into the submissions of the State Utilities to the State
Electricity Regulatory Commissions (SERCs) for their revenue requirements and tariff
determination. The State Government under the Electricity Act is required to provide the
requisite revenue subsidies to the State Utilities if it would like tariff for any category of
consumers to be lower than the tariff determined by the SERC. While administering the scheme,
prior commitments may be taken from the State Government regarding –
a) Determination to bulk supply tariff for franchisees in a manner that ensures their commercial
viability.
b) Provision of requisite revenue subsidy by the State Government to the State Utilities as
required under the Electricity Act.
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The capital subsidy for eligible projects under the scheme would be given through REC.
These eligible projects shall be implemented fulfilling the above conditionalities. In the event the
projects are not implemented satisfactorily in accordance with the conditionality indicated above,
the capital subsidy would be converted into interest bearing loans.

The services of Central Public Sector Undertakings (CPSUs) have been offered to the states for
assisting them in the execution of Rural Electrification Projects as per their willingness and requirement.
With a view to augment the implementation capacities for the programme, REC has entered into
Memorandum of Understanding (MOUs) with NTPC, POWERGRID, NHPC and DVC to make available
CPSUs' project management expertise and capabilities to states wishing to use their services. This is
being operationalised through a suitable Tripartite /Quadripartite Agreement.
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Chapter - 3
Restructured Accelerated Power Development and Reforms Programme
(R-APDRP)
Distribution Reforms
The Distribution Reform was identified as the key area to bring about the efficiency and
improve financial health of the power sector. Ministry of Power took various initiatives in the
recent past for bringing improvement in the distribution sector. 29 states have signed the
Memorandum of Understandings with the Ministry to take various steps to undertake distribution
reforms in a time bound manner. Subsequently, 21 states have constituted SERCs and 18 have
issued tariff orders in the direction of rationalizing the tariffs. States are now better committed
towards subsidy payment to the utilities.

Accelerated Power Development and Reforms Programme (APDRP)
Government of India approved a scheme called “Accelerated Power Development and
Reforms Programme (APDRP)” in March 2003 to accelerate distribution sector reforms. The
main objectives of the programme are:


Reduce Aggregate Technical & Commercial (AT&C) losses



Bring about commercial viability in the power sector



Reduce outages & interruptions



Increase consumer satisfaction

Re-structured APDRP ( R – APDRP)
The Govt. of India has proposed to continue R-APDRP during the XI Plan with revised
terms and conditions as a Central Sector Scheme. The focus of the programme shall be on actual,
demonstrable performance in terms of sustained loss reduction. Establishment of reliable and
automated systems for sustained collection of accurate base line data, and the adoption of
Information Technology in the areas of energy accounting will be essential before taking up the
regular distribution strengthening projects.
Programme Coverage
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It is proposed to cover urban areas - towns and cities with population of more than 30,000
(10,000 in case of special category states). In addition, in certain high-load density rural areas
with significant
loads, works of separation of agricultural feeders from domestic and industrial ones, and of High
Voltage Distribution System (11kV) will also be taken up.

Further, towns / areas for which projects have been sanctioned in X Plan R-APDRP shall
be considered for the XI Plan only after either completion or short closure of the earlier
sanctioned projects.

Scheme
Projects under the scheme shall be taken up in Two Parts. Part-A shall include the projects
for establishment of baseline data and IT applications for energy accounting/auditing & IT based
consumer service centres. Part-B shall include regular distribution strengthening projects. The
activities to be covered under each part are as follows:

Part - A: Preparation of Base-line data for the project area covering Consumer Indexing, GIS
Mapping, Metering of Distribution Transformers and Feeders, and Automatic Data Logging for
all Distribution Transformers and Feeders and SCADA / DMS system (only in the project area
having more than 4 lacs population and annual input energy of the order of 350 MU). It would
include Asset mapping of the entire distribution network at and below the 11kV transformers and
include the Distribution Transformers and Feeders, Low Tension lines, poles and other
distribution network equipment. It will also include adoption of IT applications for meter
reading, billing & collection; energy accounting & auditing; MIS; redressal of consumer
grievances; establishment of IT enabled consumer service centres etc. The base line data and
required system shall be verified by an independent agency appointed by the Ministry of Power.
The list of works is only indicative.

Part - B: Renovation, modernization and strengthening of 11 kV level Substations,
Transformers/Transformer Centers, Re-conductoring of lines at 11kV level and below, Load
Bifurcation, feeder separation, Load Balancing, HVDS (11kV), Aerial Bunched Conductoring in
dense areas, replacement of electromagnetic energy meters with tamper proof electronics meters,
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installation of capacitor banks and mobile service centres etc. In exceptional cases, where subtransmission system is weak, strengthening at 33 kV or 66 kV levels may also be considered.
Eligibility Criteria for R-APDRP assistance
The States / Utilities will be required to:
1) Constitute the State Electricity Regulatory Commission
2) Achieve the following target of AT&C loss reduction at utility level:
a) Utilities having AT&C loss above 30%: Reduction by 3% per year
b) Utilities having AT&C loss below 30%: Reduction by 1.5% per year
3). commit a time frame for introduction of measures for better accountability at all levels in the
project area
4). submit previous year’s AT&C loss figures of identified project area as verified by an
independent agency appointed by Ministry of Power (MoP) by 30th June; the independent
agency would verify that:
a). All input points are identified and metered with downloadable meters for energy inflow
accounting in scheme area
b). All outgoing feeders are to be metered in substation with downloadable meters
c). Scheme area should be ring fenced i.e. export and import meters for energy accounting shall
be ensured besides segregating the rural load of the scheme area by ring fencing if not on
separate feeder
d). The above shall provide the input energy and corresponding cash collected for calculating
AT&C losses. The same shall be carried out for at least for three billing cycles and got verified
by the independent agency. This loss level will be the baseline for considering conversion of loan
into grant for Part B projects
5). Devise a suitable incentive scheme for staff linking to achievements of 15% AT&C loss in
the project area.

Funding Mechanism
1). GoI will provide 100% Loan for part A of the R-APDRP schemes which shall include
projects for establishing Base Line data and IT applications for energy accounting/ auditing and
IT based consumer services etc.
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2). GoI will provide up to 25% (90% for special category States) Loan for Part B of the
RAPDRP schemes which shall include regular distribution strengthening projects.
3). The entire loan from GoI will be routed through PFC/REC (FIs) for the respective schemes
funded by them.
4). The counterpart funding will be done by PFC/REC (FIs) as per its prevailing policy.
5). PFC / REC will be the prime lender for funding these schemes. In case of default by the
utility the commercial loan of PFC / REC will be recovered first (being the primary Lender)
before that of any other lender for funding such schemes.

Conversion of GoI Loan to Grant:
1). The entire amount of GoI loan (100%) for part A of the project shall be converted into grant
after establishment of the required Base-Line data system within a stipulated time frame and duly
verified by TPIEA.

2). Up to 50% (90% for special category States) loan for Part-B projects shall be converted into
grant in five equal tranches on achieving 15% AT&C loss in the project area duly verified by
TPIEA on a sustainable basis for a period of five years.

3). If the utility fails to achieve or sustain the 15% AT&C loss target in a particular year, that
year’s tranche of conversion of loan to grant will be reduced in proportion to the shortfall in
achieving 15% AT&C loss target from the starting AT&C loss figure.
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Chapter - 4
Procurement contracts & CVC Guidelines in Procurement Contracts
Procurement contracts
Purchasing means the process of buying – learning a need, selecting a supplier,
negotiation a price and fixing terms for delivery and payment. Procurement is a generic term,
much broader than purchasing, which includes purchasing and all additional functions connected
with the acquisition of goods, such as inspection upon arrival, supervision, and inventory control
and salvage operation. However purchasing management’s role as sub function of materials
management is important, since it is the responsibility of purchasing department to procure
materials economically and efficiently.
Five basic principles of purchasing
There are five basic principles of purchasing buying materials in right quantity of right quality at
right price, from a right source, at right time and place.
1. Right quality vis-à-vis inspection/quality control/specification and standardization
2. Right quantity vis-à-vis inventory control/store and physical up keep/distribution and
warehousing
3. Right price vis-à-vis market analysis and market intelligence/forecasting and market
research
4. Right source vis-à-vis sub-contracting/vendor relations/vendor développent
5. Right time and place vis-a-vis production, store/traffic and transportation/materials
handling.
Inventories
Inventories are stock of materials of any kind stored for future use. Inventories tend to
become big without proper control. Inventories are materials or resources of any kind having
some economic value, either awaiting conversion or use in future.
There is need to maintain some safety or buffer stock in order to maintain the smooth
flow of materials without imparting production.
As more and more stocks of materials are held, this entails grater investment. If
minimum inventory is held with the increase in frequency of buying the cost of ordering and
processing increase. Also this cost of stock-out poses economic problem. This inventory control
is a major material management function which requires the reduction in material cost without
impairing operational efficiency and there for needs careful attention.
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VENDOR DEVELOPMENT
In stores and materials organization, it is essential to have many sources of supplies so
that supplies may be had as per requirement as well as at economic cost. From commercial
view-point it is always preferable to have more than one supplier for a particular item.
Vendor development is, however, a continuous process and may start from the collection
of names and address from the DGS&D Trade journals and also form other trade direction, such
as directory or SS industries etc.
COMPETITIVE BIDDING
Purchaser must not only buy the right material, in the right quantity, at the right time but
also at the right evaluated prices. There must be a primary force requiring broad knowledge of
the requirements, operation and their use and awareness of where new ideas are needed. The
urge shall be to find a better way to buy and a better source of supply and continuous coordinated
buying efforts to improve the purchase of services as related to the works.
Functions of purchase are:
1. Standardisation of specifications
2. Market study and cost analysis
3. Maintaining catalogue library
4. Vendor registration
5. Calling for bids
6. Analysis of bids
7. Negotiations where required
8. Selection of suppliers
9. Entering into contract
10. Follow up actions
The central vigilance commission issues guidelines for procurement of materials for the
government organisations.
A codified purchase manual containing detailed purchase procedure, guidelines and also
proper delegation of powers, wherever required, needs to be made by all the organisations so that
there is a system and uniform approach in decision making. Such an integrated approach is
likely to put a cap on the corruption and would also ensure smoother and faster decision making.
Procurement files are very important and sensitive documents and thus there is a need to
have a single file system with proper page numbering. The decisions and deliberations of the
individuals or the tender committee also need to be properly recorded and well documented.
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Provisioning of the stores needs to be done with utmost care taking into account the
available stock, outstanding dues/supplies, past consumption, average life of the available
equipment/spares. The requirements also need to be properly clubbed so as to get the most
competitive and best prices. Requirements should not intentionally be split so as to avoid
approval from higher authorities.
One time purchase for projects or capital equipments / spares should have proper
justification depending on the actual requirements, usage, rate of return etc. Further the
obsolescence factor should also be taken into account i.e., the equipment to be purchased should
confirm to the latest specifications and technologies available in the market.
Estimated Rates
As the estimated rates is a vital element in establishing the reasonableness of prices, it is
important that the same is worked out in a realistic and objective manner on the basis of
prevailing market rates, last purchase prices, economic indices for the raw materials/labour, other
input costs, wherever applicable and assessment based on intrinsic value etc.
The below mentioned methods may be adopted for the purpose of procurement of
materials based on the nature of materials to be procured, the value of purchase, urgency for the
materials and the number of known sources of supply.
OPEN COMPETITIVE BIDDING
For ordering in bulk, with deliveries spread over a long period of time, a brief
advertisement of “notice inviting bids (nib)” is to be issued in the leading news papers covering
English and other local languages, giving details of materials to be procured and the dates of
opening of bids, for the items covered in the NIB. Full details of the bid specifications are to be
made available on the web address of the purchaser. Interested bidders will download the
required information and submit their bids as per the NIB.
Procurement of materials from registered vendors shall be treated as procurement by
open bids since vendor registration is open to all and all the eligible vendors are free to
participate in the bid.
In case of items for which there is no registered vendors or for major works involving
supply and erection, the purchasing authority may invite bids through proper advertisement with
the prior approval of the competent authority. In all such cases, open bidding may be resorted to,
by advertising in the dailies having wide circulation both within and outside the state.
Sufficient time must be given, counted from the date of publication of nib, for the bidders
to submit their bids.
The bids should have sufficient validity time to enable the purchaser to evaluate the bids
properly.
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There must be a minimum of atleast 3 valid bids to finalize the purchase. In case of
insufficient response, the bids have to be called once again, ensuring wider publicity. If even
then the response is poor, the bid may be decided on the basis of bids received but with the prior
approval of the competent authority, taking into account rates from earlier orders, duly taking
into account updated rates.
LIMITED COMPETITIVE BIDDING
This is a method of purchase resorted to when the materials are needed urgently and at
short notices. In this mode, the bid invitation and complete specification will be sent by the
purchaser to a limited number of vendors, who are regular suppliers of the materials. Such
vendors are to be selected from out of the registered vendors. These vendors should have proven
past performance, delivery and quality.
In this case the competent authority decides the number of vendors to be addressed and
bids from only those vendors who received the enquiry are eligible to quote. Value of materials
to be procured in such an event shall be small, and subject to delegation of powers only.
A minimum of 15 days time is to be given for limited competitive bidding process.
Proper justification for procuring materials under this procedure should be recorded by the
purchasing authority and such procurement shall be resorted to only for emergency requirements.
Validity of bids under this procedure is only 30 days, counted from the date of opening of
bids because the very purpose is emergency purchase.
Limited competitive bidding should be for the entire quantity indented and no split up
shall be made.
When only one quotation is received against competitive bidding this should be treated as
a single bid and should be decided as per the powers under “single bid” system.

SHORT NOTICE BIDDING:
When materials required are for immediate use, short notice bidding is resorted to,
subject to the delegation of powers. In this case, the complete description and standards
applicable are spelt out in enquiry letter itself to be sent to the vendors. No separate specification
need be issued. Generally, time frame of about one week to ten days is given for the vendors to
respond, keeping validity of thirty days from the day of opening of bids.

PURCHASE THROUGH SINGLE BID SYSTEM:
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Items of proprietary nature are purchased through single bid process. These are generally
spares etc. These are to be directly procured either from the original manufacturer or the subassembly manufacturer or one of the dealers approved by the original manufacturer. These
purchases are also subject to the provisions of delegation of powers and proper recording of
reasons for purchase under the system.
RATE CONTRACT ITEMS:
For such of those items which need to be procured regularly and repeatedly and items of
proprietary nature, it may be advantageous to enter into a rate contract with the manufacturer.
Rate contract shall be entered only with reliable and reputed manufacturers of proven
performance and ability. Term of rate contract shall be for a period of one year. The rate
contract enquiries may be through open/limited/single bid process depending on the nature of
item.
PURCHASE BY REPEAT ORDERS:
Repeat orders may be considered under special circumstances as and when need is
urgent. The procedure enables to cut down lead time of procurement. Repeat orders may be
considered.
1. Quantity in repeat orders should not exceed 50% of quantity ordered in the original order.
2. Rate in the repeat order should be the same as in the original order – make sure that
prices have not gone down.
3. Repeat orders are permitted only once against an order placed and within six months
from the date of completion of execution of the original order.
4. Reasons for going for repeat orders to be recorded by the competent authority.
5. The authority who is empowered to make the purchase is the authority for approving the
repeat order.
6. Repeat order shall be placed when the market is in an up-trend.
Generally a Notice Inviting Bids is issued which contains:
1. The authority authorized to issue the bid documents and the last date for sale of the bid
specifications.
2. The authority authorized to receive the completed bid documents. The last date and time
upto which completed documents would be received.
3. Place, time and date of opening the bid.
4. Cost of bid documents and cost of the documents.
5. Amount of bid security and mode of payment.
Other general conditions are covered in the specification.
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Specific mention should be made about price variation formulae, fee. requirement, f.e.
variation risk cover, delivery schedules etc. Preference is for prices in rupees. In case of foreign
bids exchange variation to be clearly mentioned by the bidder. Purchaser has to clearly indicate
quantities. Bidder to submit documents establishing their eligibility criteria and also
qualification criteria. Bidder should ensure that there are no ambiguities.
In case of competitive bidding documents to contain:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Detailed technical specifications and drawings
Qualification requirements
General terms and conditions of contract
Salient features of contract, if any
Schedule of quantities
Schedule of deliveries
Bank guarantee towards bid security and performance guarantee
Deviations taken by the bidder, if any.

1.
In certain cases, where, only written specifications may not clarify the situation, the
purchaser may hold a pre-bid meeting with the intending bidders and clarify all points to all the
bidders at one place and time. It is also possible that the bidders may supplement latest technical
developments that may be considered, if found advantageous to the purchaser.
2.
Discussions during the pre-bid meeting should be copied to all the bidders. All written
questions from bidders should be replied in writing by the purchaser.
Bid opening group of officers shall include one Accounts officer also.
All the officers present should sign in the bid opening register wherein the number of
bids received and the number of bids opened and the number of bids rejected (reasons for
rejection shall be recorded) and they shall sign on all pages of the original bid document. This is
done in the presence of the bidders present for bid opening.
Bids are evaluated in a prescribed proforma following all rules. Each organisation would
have developed their own proforma depending on the long experience. After evaluation of bids,
negotiations might be held with the lowest bidder to explore possibility of further reduction in
prices.
As per government practice, generally, the lowest bidder will get the order.
Considering other than the lowest bidder (l 1) would be limited to the below mentioned
cases:
1.
2.

When it is definitely felt that L1 cannot supply the total quantity in the time frame specified.
When it is clearly felt that it is undesirable, in view of the critical nature of items to be
procured, to depend on one supplier.
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3.
4.
5.

When the local manufacturer need to be given an opportunity to match the rate quoted by
L1.
Considering other than L 1 shall be limited to two or three bidders only, say upto 4.
In case of negotiations L 1 should get atleast 25% of the quantity to be ordered.
a) Prior to expiration of bid validity, the purchaser should notify the successful bidder, in
writing, that their bid has been accepted. This notification of award will constitute the
formation of contract. Upon the successful bidder furnishing the performance security,
the purchaser enters into the contract.
b) The purchaser will also promptly notify each unsuccessful bidder and discharge the bid
security of all of them.
CVC Guidelines in Procurement Contracts

 CVC Guidelines For Improvement In The Procurement System And Common Irregularities/
Lapses Observed In Stores / Purchase Contracts:
PURCHASE MANUAL
The cardinal principle of any public buying is to procure the materials / services of the
‘specified’ quality, at the most competitive prices and, in a fair, just and transparent manner. To
achieve this end it is essential to have uniform and well documented policy guidelines in the
organization so that this vital activity is executed in a well-coordinated manner with least time
and cost over runs. In some of the organizations, the purchase manual is either not at all there or
has not been updated for years together. Thus the system of procurement is quite adhoc and
arbitrary.
A codified purchase manual containing the detailed purchase procedures, guidelines and
also proper delegation of powers, wherever required needs to be made by all the organizations so
that there is systematic and uniform approach in the decision-making. Such an integrated
approach is likely to put a cap on the corruption and would also ensure smoother and faster
decision making.
PROVISIONING
It has been noticed that in certain cases excessive, fraudulent and in fructuous purchases
were made without taking into consideration the important aspects like available stocks,
outstanding dues / supplies, past consumption pattern and average life of the equipments / items
etc. These excessive / infructuous purchases were at times made in collusion with the firms.
This resulted in not only the material lying unutilized for years together with no residual life but
also a lot of extra expenditure was incurred on the inventory carrying cost. One of the
organizations took double procurement action for purchase of tyres against the same liability.
Even the factors like shelf life of 5 years and the past consumption pattern were ignored while
placing the orders. As no action was taken to dispose off the surplus tyres, the department is
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incurring inventory carrying cost of about 20-25% per year for the last 10 years and the salvage
value of the quantity held in stocks is likely to be ‘Nil’ due to expiry of the shelf life. In few
cases, it was noticed that though the demand for the stores was simultaneously received from
different wings / field units but, they were not clubbed together and were rather processed
individually against the established principle of bulk buying.
The provisioning of the stores needs to be done with utmost care taking into account the
available stock, outstanding dues / supplies, the past consumption pattern, average life of the
equipment / spares. The requirements also need to be properly clubbed so as to get the most
competitive and best prices. The requirements should not be intentionally bifurcated / split so as
to avoid approval from higher authorities.
ESTIMATE RATES
It was observed that the estimated rates are being worked out in an unprofessional and
perfunctory manner, at times by extrapolating the price of the lowest capacity equipment or by
applying a uniform yearly compounded escalation over the prices of similar equipment
purchased few years ago. Consequently, the inflated estimated rates prepared by the
organizations resulted in acceptance and payment of higher prices to the firms.
As the estimated rate is a vital element in establishing the reasonableness of prices, it is
important that the same is worked out in a realistic and objective manner on the basis of
prevailing market rates, last purchase prices, economic indices for the raw material / labour,
other input costs, IEEMA formula, wherever applicable and assessment based on intrinsic value
etc.
NOTICE INVITING TENDER
Against the most preferred and transparent mode of Global tender enquiry / Advertised
tender enquiry, some of the organizations are generally issuing limited tender inquiry to select
venders, irrespective of the value of purchase. Further, the credentials of the firms and the
criteria adopted or selection of such venders, in most of the cases, are not put on record. This not
only results in lack of competition but also favoritism to the select vendors.
In some cases of global tenders it was observed that though the organization had given a
time of 6-8 weeks for tender opening but the tender sale was closed 2-4 weeks in advance of

tender opening, thereby effectively giving only one month time to bidders for purchase of tender
documents. The very purpose of floating global tender which is to give wider publicity and
sufficient time to bidders to get the bidding documents and submit their offers, in such cases
seems to have been defeated.
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With a view to have wider, fair and adequate competition, it is important that sufficient
time to say 4-6 weeks in case of Advertised/Global tenders and 3-4 weeks in case of limited
tenders is allowed, except, in cases of recorded emergencies, wherein also, a reasonable time
should be permitted and tenders should be sent by faster means like speed post/fax. The tenders
should preferably be kept open for sale till the date of tender opening or just one day prior to the
date of tender opening. With the widespread use of information technology, the tender notices
should also be put on the website and e-mail address of the organization should be indicated in
the tender notice.
In case of proprietary purchases, the detailed justification for purchase from a single
vendor is not being placed on record. As by issuing single tender, the competition is totally
eliminated and the possibility of paying higher prices cannot be ruled out.
It is imperative that the purchase on single tender basis be made with the detailed
justification in its support and with the approval of competent authority, including associated
finance.
TENDER / BID DOCUMENT
The terms and conditions being stipulated in the bid documents by some of the Organizations are
quite insufficient and sketchy. Sometimes, the bid document contain obsolete, unwanted matter
and conflicting and vague provisions, resulting in wrong interpretation, disputes and time & cost
overruns.
Even the time/date for receipt and opening of tenders is not being incorporated in the documents.
The important clauses relating to Earnest money, Delivery Schedule, Payment terms,
Performance/Warrantee Bank Guarantee, Pre-despatch inspection, Arbitration, Liquidated
Damages/Penalty for the delayed supplies and Risk-Purchase etc. are not being incorporated in
the bid documents. All these clauses are important for safeguarding the interest of the purchaser
and also have indirect financial implications in the evaluation of offers and execution of the
contracts.
All the important clauses as brought out above need to be incorporated in the bidding
documents so as to fully safeguard the interest of the Govt. and for evaluation of bids on
equitable and fair basis and in a transparent manner.
In some cases, it was noticed that the amount of Earnest Money Deposit stipulated in the
tender document was grossly insufficient to protect the Govt. interest in case of breach
committed by the bidder. Some of the organizations instead of ignoring the bids not
accompanied with earnest money deposit along with the tenders as per bids requirements, asked
the bidders to submit EMD, after tender opening.
The primary objective of submission of Earnest Money Deposit is to establish the
earnestness of bidder so that he does not withdraw, impair or modify the offer within the validity
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of the bid. It also helps in restricting if not eliminating ‘speculative’, ‘frivolous’ or ‘wait and
see’ bids. Since any relaxation regarding submission of Earnest Money Deposit has financial
implications besides giving encouragement to the bidders to submit frivolous bids as indicated
above; the terms & conditions should clearly stipulate that the offers without Earnest Money
Deposit would be considered as unresponsive and rejected.
Some of the organizations incorporate a specific delivery schedule inter-alia mentioning
that bids offering delivery beyond stipulated date will be treated as non-responsive and will be
summarily rejected. However, after opening of the tenders, the bid by one of the organizations
with slightly longer delivery period was not rejected as per the bid guidelines, rather that offer
was also considered and evaluation was made after loading the offer by applying some unilateral
loading criteria. The same resulted in inter se change of ranking position.
The evaluation / Loading criteria with respect to the important terms like payment terms,
delivery period, performance bank guarantee etc. having financial implications need to be
specified in unambiguous terms in the bid documents so that the evaluation of bids after tender
opening could be made in a transparent manner without any subjectivity.
The exemptions/reservation of a particular item which normally apply to SSI units are not
being specified in the tender notice / bid documents. The applicable purchase preference to
public sector enterprises as per the guidelines circulated by Department of Public Enterprises is
also not being incorporated in the bid documents leading to lot of complaints from SSI/PS Units.
The Government instructions on reservation of items and price preference to SSI Units
and purchase preference to PSUs need to be incorporated in bid documents.
It has been noticed that some tenderers offer conditional discounts for coverage within a
shorter period, for early inspection/payment etc. and, such discounts are being considered, at the
time of evaluation of tenders by the organizations.
It needs to be ensured that the evaluation of tenders should not be based on such
conditional discounts and suitable clause should be included in the bidding documents.
RECEIPTS OF TENDERS
Some of the organizations do not have proper arrangement for receipt of tenders. There
is no tender box for receipt of tenders at scheduled date and time fixed for tender opening.
Instead the trade representatives leave the tenders with the receptionist or the concerned
Purchase Officer(s). This procedure is highly objectionable as the possibility of tampering and
interpolation of offers cannot be ruled out.
A proper arrangement for receipt of tenders at scheduled date and time through tender
box needs to be adopted.
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OPENING OF TENDERS
Some of the organizations are not opening the tenders in public i.e. in presence of the
trade representatives. The system of not opening the tenders in public is against the sanctity of
tender system, and is a non-transparent method of handling tenders. There could be a possibility
of tampering and interpolation of offers in such cases. The rates at times are not quoted in
figures and words, cuttings / over-writings are not attested by bidders. Some of the organizations
justify such opaqueness in tendering system by making a reference to their manuals. This is not
acceptable.
POST TENDER NOGOTIATION
As per CVC guidelines circulated vide letter No.8 (1) (h) / 98 (1) dtd. 18.11.98, it has
been brought out that “the tenders are generally a major source of corruption. In order to avoid
corruption, a more transparent and effective system must be introduced. As post tender
negotiations are the main source of corruption, post tender negotiations are banned with
immediate effect except in the case of negotiations with L-1 (i.e. Lower tenderer)”. In
continuation to these instructions, following further clarifications were issued vide letter NO.
98/Ord./1 dtd. 15.03.99:
i)

The Govt. of India has a purchase preference policy so far as the public sector
enterprises are concerned. It is clarified that the ban on the post tender negotiations
does not mean that the policy of the Govt. of India for purchase preference for public
sector should not be implemented.

ii)

Incidentally, some organizations have been using the public sector as a shield or a
conduit for getting costly inputs or for improper purchases. This also should be
avoided.

iii) Another issue that has been raised is that many a time the quantity to be ordered is much
more than L-1 alone can supply. In such cases, the quantity order may be distributed in
such a manner that the purchase is done in a fair, transparent and equitable manner.
Despite the above instructions, it has been noticed that still repeated negotiations with the
select / all the vendors are being carried out by some of the organizations in gross violation of the
above instructions. The instructions / guidelines circulated by CVC on post tender negotiations
only with L-1 need to be strictly followed.
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Chapter - 5
Systems & Procedures for Works Execution
The operations of the power utilities are divided primarily into two categories:
I.
II.

Construction works
Operation and maintenance

The works of the power utilities are divided primarily into the classes below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Capital works including extensions and improvements.
Revenue works including O & M and Tools and Plant;
Depreciation fund works.
Misc. Works, Non-Departmental Works.

Account Number
The accounts of Electrical undertakings are maintained under statute on the Double Account
System. Cost accounts are maintained on the commercial double entry basis for all transactions.
The departmental sub-divisions of accounts for cost and statistical purposes are known as
ACCOUNT NUMBERS. They are designed for administrative and financial control and
maintenance of commercial accounts. The transactions of the utility have been classified under
various group heads. Main divisions and sub-divisions, with different account numbers. The
account numbers so prescribed are found in the Manuals of utilities.
Now the commercial accounting systems with the revised account No's as per the directions of
Government of India (Ministry of Energy) is in vogue in the utilities.
Execution of Works
The strict observance of the classification has to be ensured at all stages in the execution of
works and the following are to be ensured for taking up works.

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.

Preparation of estimates;
Scrutiny of estimates;
Sanction of estimates;
Sanction of working estimates;
Preparation of Budgets;
Application of Budgets;
Issue of work order;
Incurrence of expenditure;
Booking of expenditure;
Closing of working orders;
Preparation of completion reports;
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Administrative Approval
The proposal for incurring any expenditure in the utility on a work initiated is formally
accepted by the Board / Corporate Office and is called an Administrative approval. This approval
is accorded by the Board / Corporate office or the officers of the utility to whom powers have
been delegated.
All works in the utility require the Administrative approval from the competent authority
and no work can be taken up for execution without such an approval. The approval in effect is an
order to the department to execute certain work at the stated cost. After Administrative approval
for each work a detailed estimation must be prepared for the Technical sanction of the competent
authority.
Technical Sanction
The order of the competent authority sanctioning a properly detailed estimate of the cost
of Construction repair or maintenance proposed to be carried out in the department. As its name
indicates, it is no more than a guarantee that the proposals are technically sound and the
estimates are accurately calculated and based on adequate data. No work should be executed
without proper technical sanction.
The estimate should be prepared in the department form in such a way the detailed
accounting against the departmental account numbers is facilitated. The Abstract should be made
up of the individual details of the estimate.
No provision on account of establishment and general charges and tools and plant need
be included in the working estimates prepared for each component part of a scheme as they relate
only to the works provision of the project. Necessary provision for these charges should
however, be made in the detailed sanction of the main scheme.
If in working out a detailed estimate, it is found necessary to make any important
deviations for the design for which Administrative approval was obtained or If the cost will
exceed 10% a revised Administrative approval should be obtained before technical sanction f is
accorded.
Estimate and the amounts of sanctions are strictly confidential and it is forbidden to
communicate them to any contractor, piece worker or tenderer.
Whenever there arises necessity for the revision of a sanctioned estimate, a detailed
comparative statement showing the sanctioned and revised amounts with detailed explanations
for all excess or savings under each account number should accompany the detailed estimate.
Renewals and replacements chargeable to D.R.F. account should not be included in
O&M estimates. Separate estimates, should be got sanctioned for which following particulars
should be furnished with the proposals.
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1. Approximate period during which the material now proposed to be replaced was in
service.
2. Normal guaranteed life of the material.
3. Reasons of their deterioration earlier then the expected time.
4. Whether the material to be replaced could be used elsewhere and if so, the
approximate value that could be assigned there to.
5. The latest date by which the replacement is considered necessary.
The estimates for tools and plant chargeable to Revenue expenses for each year should be
got prepared and sanction obtained. The estimate should be classified under Tools and Plant,
Furniture, Instruments etc., and should provide for the minimum.
Work Order
Although the primary object of the accounts of works is to exhibit simply but accurately,
the actual cost of works, the rules require the upkeep of separate accounts for the several
component jobs. This is done by means of work orders for each construction account or
operation & maintenance account and is designed to
1. Control effectively the financial operations in the field with minimum office work to the
Engineer.
2. Analyse the comparative costs of the various jobs.
3. Maintain statistical information required.
The work order system effectively controls the expenditure in the field even in the case of
large works and though the period of Construction is prolonged.
Work order is an order which contains a descriptive and an estimate of cost of proposed
work and also conveys the executive approval to proceed with the work, it is an immediate
authority for the field to proceed with the work.
An application for work order should be sent. The particulars of cost of materials and
labour should be exhibited separately. This application is prepared by the field with reference to
the sanctioned estimate and should ordinarily cover expenditure to be incurred with in a period
of a month beyond the target date fixed of the completion of the work. Initial accounts however
to be maintained by the concerned field officer operating the work order for the materials drawn
etc.,
It is a fundamental rule that the commencement of execution of any works should not
definitely be authorized by any authority unless a work order is issued by the proper authority to
issue a work order are available.
Orders conveying administrative approval or technical sanction or communication or
budget provisions shall not be taken as authority for commencing the work without the work
order. Such orders are communicated on the implied under, standing that before any expenditure
is incurred, work orders shall be obtained.
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Service Connection Works
Even though provision for service connection is included in the extension, service
connection works will be executed on separate work orders. The estimate for extensions for rural
distribution should be split up during execution into two parts. Viz., Extension /service
connection works. Service connection work should be executed by the O & M staff after receipt
of deposit, agreement and security deposit from the consumer.
In other cases the expenditure chargeable to the consumer should be worked out as per an
estimate and such an amount collected as a service connection deposit.
No work order for a service connection should be issued without obtaining the S.C.
deposit, Security Deposit and obtaining an agreement where necessary. Copies of the work order
supported by the estimate accompanied by a detailed report, necessary sketches etc., application,
agreement and deposit receipts should be sent to the office as and when work orders are issued.
A monthly return of work orders issued should be sent by each sub division to the
Division Office to reach by the First of the month.
The work order should commence only when the consumers wiring is completed and
after the issue of work order which should exhibit separately materials, and labour as estimated.
The field accosts of the work order should be maintained by the Distribution Engineer. The
accounts should show the estimated quantity of materials and labour in the horizontal columns.
The requisitions should be noted in the vertical columns.
Within six weeks from the date of giving service or earlier, the completed work order
should be closed and sent to the Divisional Office. The work orders should be sent with a
detailed bill of service connection showing the allocations between the consumer and the Board
and supported by requisitions and Devolutions, so that the accounts of the service may be closed
and any refunds or charges due from the consumer settled promptly. Certificate of disposal of
surplus materials and check-measurement should be furnished.

Temporary Services H.T. and L.T.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The total expenditure incurred to give he
the temporary services should be
deposited in advance by the consumer.
The cost should be in (Rs).
Cost of materials
`
Cost of labour
`
Total 1 + 2
`
Centage charges on item -3
`
Total 3+ 4
`
Deduct cost of retrievable materials `
Add cost of labour of dismantlement `
Total to be deposited by the consumer
`
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The procedure regarding estimates, work orders and issue of bills etc., shall be the same in
respect of temporary service, as for ordinary except the meter readings shall be taken at the end
of each period, and bill rendered promptly.
Temporary services are not entitled to 100 feet of service line free on public road. Ah the
charges incurred in respect of temporary service should be charged against the consumer and no
portion of it is charged to the Board under the provisions.
Subsidary Records and Financial Records:
In the double entry system of book-keeping the books of original entry are:
1. Cash book
2. Stores ledgers (comprising of Requisitions, devolutions, S.R.B's and
S.I.B’s)
3. Journal book including purchase day book.
4. Centralised payments adjustment journal.
5. Bills payable journal.
All expenditures works is recorded month by month in any of the ledgers.
1. Construction operation ledger in cases of Capital works.
2. Operation and maintenance ledgers in cases of work chargeable to revenue and working
expenses.
3. Clearing account ledger in case of remittance, suspense, debit and deposit transaction.
4. Service connection cost ledger in the case of service connection works.
5. Deposit of works ledger for D.C. works.
The construction accounts of capital works are separated in three main divisions.
1. Fixed capital accounts.
2. Clearing accounts.
3. Construction operation accounts.
The construction operation accounts are kept in C.O. Ls. These are subsidiary to the
Fixed Capital accounts and some times to clearing accounts. The construction operation accounts
should be classified and separate ledgers kept for each class of transactions so as to facilitate
future reference. These accounts are designed to control work on the field and to facilitate
detailed costing. These will be on the basis of work orders.
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Each work order is given a number by adding to the Fixed Capital Account or clearing
account number concerned such subsidiary heading as may be applicable to the particular job.
Foe each work, sufficient number of folios will be opened by the main and subsidiary accounts
numbers as given in the sanctioned estimate.
The provisions under each subsidiary account number as per estimate should be noted on
the top of the folio concerned.
The amount of the work orders issued should similarly be noted with their numbers from
the cash book, journal requisition and Revolutions etc. Both the charges and receipts relating to
each work order are posted on the debit or credit of the folios for the various account numbers in
the C.O.L. The object of the detailed accounts kept in the C.O.L. is to control expenditure on
each distinct unit or component part of a work, in order to facilitate the correct posting to the
fixed capital.
The accounts in the construction ledgers should be closed to FCL as often as possible but
not less than once every half year.
In the case of small works, the control of expenditure against estimates can be exercised
with reference to C.O.L. itself. For this purpose the monthly progressive figures should be noted
in red ink in the C.O.L. In the case of large construction works, expenditure against estimate is
watched with the help of the Fixed Capital ledger and the C.O.L.
If the execution of works or additions or improvements which will be accounted for
under the F.C.L. main account is likely to be spread over a long period, the total expenditure
against estimate will be watched from schedules and against each account number from the totals
in the F.C.L. and the unclosed total in the C.O.L's.
The F.C.L. accounts are designed as a permanent and continuous record of the cost of
each unit of property. All additions improvements and extensions with information as to their
description, period of installation or removal and cost should also be brought together under each
unit of property. No transactions are posted in the F.C.L. without first being passed through the
C.O.L.'s. To this end, the work order issued for the construction operation account concerned so
that the expenditure with the field may be controlled.
Each time a transfer is made from the C.O.L. to the F.C.L. the name of the work order
and brief particulars with estimate number should be given in support of the entry in the F.C.L.
The estimate amount for the first construction work Should be noted at the top of each folio in
the F.C.L.
The Accounts of work orders relating to O & M ledgers in the ordinary ledger form.
Expenditure is classified in the ledger according to the detailed account numbers. In the case of
works expenditure chargeable to revenue, a separate folio is opened for each work order.
The clearing accounts represent all running and operation expenses during construction
and all unallocated charges of a general nature works as well as office on cost which are to be
distributed periodically to the various accounts concerned. But in cases where specific
appropriations have been allotted for a clearing account, the clearance will be deferred till the
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closure of the construction estimate when the net expenditure under each clearing account will be
transferred to F.C.L. in proportion to work cost on each work at the discretion of the Chief
Engineer on some reasonable basis.
Personal ledgers containing the account for contractor or running account or account of
supplier of materials on credit are to be maintained.
Office Procedures
1. Efficient administration means transacting the business promptly, avoidance or check of
delay at all stages, elimination of arrears and efficient working of the organization. Real
administrative efficiency is a result and effect of an officer’s zeal and progressive
outlook, intensive supervision, personal attention, constant review, maintenance of
highest standards, real competence.
2. While in office, all members of the establishment must be behave in a decent and
disciplined manner and give respect to superior officers. All the visitors should be
received cordially and given as much attention as possible in order to comply with the
object of their visit in the quickest and most efficient manner.
3. At the head quarters, the proposals received from the field officers are examined by the
Technical, Administration and Accounts wings. The officers of the rank of Assistant
Divisional Engineers. Assistant Account Officers and Personnel Officers process the
cases and circulate files, to their respective heads of the departments and through them to
the members of the board and chairman. Proposals received from the field are examined
with reference to the technical aspects, precedents, legal implication, financial aspects,
etc., and once they are approved by the competent authority, orders are issued in the form
of board proceedings, memo, etc., depending on the importance of the case.
4. The tappal clerk sends the tappals to the Officer concerned who peruses them and records
his views about the action to be taken on such of the reference which need immediate
attention. The tappals are sent then to the sections concerned who submit the files to the
immediate superior with the notes after observing the following:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)

Scrutiny of the currents with reference to corresponding rules and precedents.
Tagging of currents and enclosures
Page numbering
Referencing of the notes.
Putting up of previous papers
Flagging
Referencing
Linking the connected files if any
Assigning importance to the file by indicating “Urgent”, “Ordinary”, “Special”,
“Most Immediate”.
5. The following are the forms of communications observed:
Corporate Office Proceedings:
When orders are issued based on the decisions of the Utility board, the corporate office issues
proceedings. Orders sanctioning of expenditure and other important policy matters will be
communicated.
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Chapter - 6
Right to information Act
With the objectives of enforcing Transparency & Accountability in the working of every
public authority, the right of any citizen of India to request access to information and the
corresponding duty of government to meet the request, the duty of government to proactively
make available key information to all and a responsibility on all sections, citizenry, NGOs,
media – the RTI has been enacted.
Public authority means anybody or institution established by constitution, any other law
made by Parliament or State Legislature or by notification issued by the appropriate government
which includes anybody owned, controlled or substantially financed or any non-government
organization substantially financed directly or indirectly by the funds provided by the appropriate
government.
Right to Information means:





Inspect works, documents, records
Take notes, extracts or certified copies of documents or records
Take certified samples of material
Obtain information in the form of printouts, floppies, tapes, video cassettes or in any
other electronic mode or through printouts.

By the term “Information”, it means – Records, documents, memos, opinions & advices,
press releases, circulars, orders & log books, contracts and reports, papers samples & models.
RTI Act came into effect from 12th October, 2005. The act covers:
 Central, State & local governments and all bodies owned, controlled or substantially
financed directly or indirectly by the respective governments
 Non-government organizations substantially financed directly or indirectly by the funds
provided by the appropriate government
 Executive, judiciary and legislature
 Information relating to private body which can be accessed by / under other law for the
time being inforce.
The act makes it obligatory that every public authority maintain all its records catalogued
and indexed properly. It also calls for computerization of all records within a reasonable time
and subject to availability of resources.
 These are certain items exempted from disclosure of information like those: which would
prejudicially affect the sovereignty and integrity of India
 Security, strategic, scientific or economic interests of the state
 Relation with foreign state
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Lead to incitement of an offence
Forbidden to be published by any court of law or tribunal or the
Disclosure of which may constitute contempt of court
Which would cause a breach of privilege of parliament or the state legislature
Commercial confidence, trade secrets or intellectual property, the disclosure of which
would harm the competitive position of a third party, competent authority if satisfied that
larger public interest is served can allow the disclosure of such information
 Information available to a person in his fiduciary relationship, competent authority if
satisfied that the larger public interest can allow the disclosure of such information
 Information received in confidence from foreign government
Following are types of issues that can be solved using RTI (for a legitimate work which is
pending)









Issue of passport
Decision by the administrative authority
Faulty construction
Issue of any type of license
Issue of various certificates of marriage, death, birth, SC/ST & OBC etc.
Inclusion of name in voter’s list
Issue of voter ID card
Connection of water, electricity, telephone bills, change of faulty meter, providing new
water or electricity connection etc.
 Filing of FIR
 Claiming various kinds of refunds or payments etc. like tax refund, medical
reimbursement, provident fund etc.
Anyone can apply in writing or through electronic means in English, or Hindi or in the
official language of the area to the PIO (Public Information Officer) specifying the particulars of
the information sought for. No reason for seeking information is required to be given. Fee as
prescribed (if not belonging to BPL category) is to be paid.
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Chapter - 7
IT Application in Power Sector
Role of IT in Power Sector –Focus on Distribution systems
Introduction
Information Technology (IT) has the potential to contribute significantly in the power reforms
process, particularly in the areas of business process automation, revenue and commercial
management, distribution system automation, consumer relationship management (CRM) and
ATC loss reduction The power distribution utilities in India have been initiating major reforms
using IT as the key enabler for improving revenue collection, minimizing ATC losses, proper
energy accounting and efficient consumer services.
Business challenges of Indian power utilities
In the wake of the Indian Electricity Act 2003, the complexity and challenges of the power sector
have increased manifold. The Act invokes the philosophy of liberalization, competition and
commercial motive for business survival. This makes the process of balancing the commercial
objectives vis-à-vis the social concerns even more challenging. In the present business
environment, utilities have to re-engineer and automate their business processes for sustainable
growth and survival, with the following objectives:
1. Capacity building and operational efficiency
2. Business process efficiency
3. ATC loss reduction
4. Metering, billing and collection efficiency
5. Total energy accounting
6. Better customer relations and consumer satisfaction
The adoption of latest and best-of-breed technology is essential to fulfill the above objectives and
therefore, Information Technology is perceived as the principal thrust area to spearhead our
country's agenda of power reforms, despite the difficulties faced due to the slow absorption of
new technologies.
Challenges of IT in Power Sector
There is a plethora of IT options available in the market today and it is important not to
get carried away by the technology wave, but choose the appropriate (best-fit) technology, as per
the industry needs, at the right time for the right set of applications.
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The selection of IT systems and tools should be based on long-term strategic and business
continuity perspective. The following factors are critical in any IT implementation:
1. Adoption of open architecture and adaptive communication network based on proven
standards and specifications
2. Consistent infrastructure for data collaboration, communication and interoperability
3. Authentication and role-based access to the network
4. Robust and scalable architecture to support large volume of transactions
5. 3-tier architecture for easy modifications of business logic and SW deployment
6. Platform-independent application components for easy migration to new platforms
7. Disaster Recovery and Continuity Planning

Adoption of open architecture and adaptive communication network
For implementing any hardware/ software based solutions for the enterprise, it is extremely
important and critical to have a robust, scalable, adaptive and open systems
Computing and communication architecture. Going by the information systems lifecycle,
Emergence of new technologies and technical obsolescence, the data network infrastructure,
around which the enterprise applications are built, survives the longest.
Data collaboration, communication and interoperability
The global best practices approach in applications development is to have a modular
design, integrating various applications and accessible through a common interface or
“dashboard”, with secured access control, multi-level user permissions and audit trail.
The enterprise software “dashboard” is the gateway to various integrated business
applications – Automated meter reading, data logging, billing, collection and CRMS.
Robust and scalable system architecture
The choice of hardware platform, OS, database and front-end tools would depend upon
the type and volume of transactions. Robust and scalable system architecture should
support future expansion, role-based authentication, secured databases and larger volume of
transactions and disaster recovery.
Disaster Recovery and Continuity Planning
Automated data backups are essential for the protection of vital data and their recovery
during catastrophic failure. Apart from hot incremental backups, it is essential to take cold
backups of the entire database and applications. For mission-critical applications, it is better to
have separate Database and Application Servers. Clustering solution at both OS level and
database level is recommended, along with RAID support for data redundancy. The integration
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of Servers, RAID storage and backup devices through Fiber channel architecture enhances
efficiency and performance. Cross backups across multiple servers, preferably at remote
locations, are healthy business practice. Many installations now provide for a dedicated Disaster
Recovery Server, with data replication facility.
Role of emerging technologies
The gap in IT adoption globally and in the Indian power sector is apparent. Globally IT
is being used to enable operations at a transaction level thus providing advantages like inbuilt
process controls, workflow enabled transactions, single point of data capture and
support for timely strategic decision making. On the other hand, in India, the core operations are
still manual and therefore face issues like ad-hoc decision making, poor
data quality, long decision making cycles and under utilization of IT investments. Therefore, IT
has to be selectively adopted as a business strategy to improve commercial and operational
performance. The need is to develop a synergy between IT and the Indian Power Sector and
emerging technologies can play a defining the role in profitability and quality of services.
Consumer Database indexing and Electrical Network mapping
Development of electrical consumer and network database is necessary for a host of power sector
applications like asset management, revenue management, energy audit and load flow studies.
Several distribution companies (Discoms) are using GIS technology to map their HT/ LT
consumers and electrical network assets. This required a GPS survey of consumer households,
the connected electrical feeders and distribution transformers. All the consumers are given the
unique electrical address
(or CIN, Consumer Index Number) so that it is possible to
segregate the consumers feeder-wise or DT-wise for energy audit and accounting purposes. The
geo-referenced data is mapped on the underlying satellite imagery of appropriate scale.

IVRS-based consumer call centre
Electrical consumer is the focus of an IVRS-based call centre where IT application can be
adopted for consumer's benefits. The IVRS-based system is aimed at improving customer
services and increasing staff efficiency. For example, an IVRS-based system is operational for
single window clearance of all types of customer complaints.
The call center addresses consumer complaints ranging from no power, billing, payment related
and connection-related. In the round-the-clock facility offered to electrical consumers of the
complainant logs the call through interactive voice
guidance to access information on bill-related matters, while the respective substations
track down electrical complaints.

Integration of business and IT strategy
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The global IT market for the power distribution sector provides a wide range of technologies and
solutions. These solutions address the entire business value chain in
power distribution – from setting up distribution network and service connection to distribution
load management, delivery of power and customer services. Therefore, IT investments and
implementation should be driven through a structured and comprehensive IT strategy, aligned
with the business goals. The interfaces and integration between different software applications
should be well-defined. A synergy should be established to maximize benefits from IT
investments to best serve the business needs. Effectiveness of IT investments should be
monitored on an on-going basis. Business process automation should aim at data capture at
source- to reduce transaction time, enable built-in process controls, enables audit trail, and
provide appropriate and reliable information for decision support. Seamless business process
integration accelerates transactions and optimizes sharing of information across business
processes.
Availability of Energy:
The basic aspect of a power system is to maintain the availability of power. The sustained
availability of energy actually depends on proper maintenance management of the system as a
whole. IT per se, actually concentrates on better maintenance management both at plant level as
well as the distribution level.
Availability in Power Plants:
Availability in power plants depends on critical functions being handled expeditiously - one such
leading function is the Asset Management and Maintenance. The modern IT enabled packages in
this area have the following features:
 Full scale asset management & mapping
 Predictive, preventive and routine maintenance management
 Work order generation, activity scheduling.
 Open system platform and database management
 Enterprise-wise documentation management
One web based maintenance trainer is also conceptualized in this area. Since in India, most of the
generation equipment is supplied by only a few major manufacturers, it makes enough sense to
create an Internet site (or a server on WAN) to pool and assist in maintenance of equipment. The
site can be a collaborative one managed and supported by all stake- holders. IT based
performance monitoring tools of the station equipment help in renovation and modernization of
plants. The tool acts as decision support assistance in deferring new investments.
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Maintenance Management in Distribution System:
An automatic maintenance and support management for distribution system network can be
devised with the help of a combination of GIS and power engineering technologies. A complete
such solution actually consists of the following functions:
• Fault Location determination based on Geo-referencing.
• Topology Analysis & Fault Isolation
• Requirement Analysis
• Resource Allocation --- Tools, Manpower
• Generate Work Order
• System Restoration
Such an automated management tool is expected to reduce the maintenance time requirement by
at least 50% and reduce the chances of accidents appreciably.
Planning and Accounting Systems:
IT at this level includes decision support systems to Generation Expansion Planning,
Transmission Expansion Planning, Load Modeling and Forecasting for short and long ranges,
Static Network Simulation using different load, network and generation scenarios, etc. The
energy accounting assumes more significance in the wake of the growing concern about power
theft in distribution level.
Monitoring of system performance parameters and statistics related to efficiency, diversity, load
factors, reliability etc help accounting for energy in a proper way. This can also help solving the
conflicts between various agencies about the purchase and pricing of power.

COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS:
The primary responsibility of any power utility is to generate power and transmit it to major load
centers where it is distributed to users. The power utilities have the basic obligation to cater to
following requirements: Electric system operation in a manner to provide quality energy with reliability and at low
cost.
 Supervisory control of operating conditions to satisfy power requirements of prearranged
frequency and voltage.
 Minimize the power supply failure both in terms of extent and time.
Achieving these objectives requires communication facilities in several ways. To identify a few
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(a) Message/ information exchange with generating station to evolve generation
schedules,
(b) Message exchange between generating stations/ substations and bulk user such as Railways,
industry, major municipalities, etc.,
(c) In case of outage to coordinate speedy recovery of affected generating stations/ transmission
line,
(d) Communication with the control centre and/or headquarters of power utility for overall
management of system and most importantly
(e) Collection of power network status on almost real-time basis.
The requirement is obviously not confined to merely telephony but extends to cover data
transmission, telemetering, teleprinting facsimile and control command dissemination.

OTHER COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS:
Besides the requirements related directly to operation and control of power systems, there are
distinct additional application areas such as
• Data for generation of reports and statistical information
• Management information for monitoring project implementation and operation of power
system
• Contingency or crisis management
• City distribution network management
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS FOR POWER SECTOR
• Tele-protection on transmission lines etc.
• Co-ordination of fault repairs on power lines and construction staff at site
• Communication between nearest DOT Centre/PLCC location to HQ.
POWER SYSTEM MANAGEMENT VIS-À-VIS COMMUNICATION FACILITY:
The Power Systems of the country have been divided into five regions for effective control and
grid management. The five regions viz. Northern, Western, Eastern, Southern and North-Eastern
have well defined constituents in terms of Central Corporations and other state and private power
utilities. The power systems of all these utilities are interconnected through well defined tie-lines
for coordinated ‘integrated operation’ with ever growing size of power networks and its
Complexities. This implies acquisition of real time details of power system viz. active/ reactive
power generations, active/ reactive power flows on transmission lines, Circuit Breaker / isolator
position details, frequency voltage, transformer tap positions, etc. This brings to fore the
necessity of efficient and reliable communication channels interconnecting the control centers
and remote units faced at important power/ substations.
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PRESENT STATUS OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEM IN POWER SECTOR:
Power Line Carrier Communication (PLCC) has been the trusted and basic telecommunication
system for power utilities over the years and extensive PLC networks are now available with
almost all utilities. These have been marginally supplemented by a few departmental and land
lines and leased channels from Department of Telecom. Large dependence on PLCC has led to
frequency congestion in the earmarked spectrum. PLC Communication has started looking
inadequate. Despite these bottle necks, significant reason for continued dependent on PLC has
been limited awareness of activities and lack of easy availability of systems other than PLC.

OFFICE AUTOMATION EQUIPMENTS
COMPUTER:
Technically, a computer is a programmable machine.
This means it can execute a programmed list of
instructions and respond to new instructions that it is
given. Today, however, the term is most often used to
refer to the desktop and laptop computers that most
people use. When referring to a desktop model, the
term "computer" technically only refers to the
computer itself -- not the monitor, keyboard, and
mouse. Still, it is acceptable to refer to everything
together as the computer. If you want to be really
technical, the box that holds the computer is called the
"system
unit."
Some of the major parts of a personal computer (or PC) include the motherboard, CPU, memory
(or RAM), hard drive, and video card. While personal computers are by far the most common
type of computers today, there are several other types of computers. For example, a
"minicomputer" is a powerful computer that can support many users at once. A "mainframe" is a
large, high-powered computer that can perform billions of calculations from multiple sources at
one time. Finally, a "supercomputer" is a machine that can process billions of instructions a
second and is used to calculate extremely complex calculations.
CD(COMPACT DISC)

translate

the

notches

Stands for "Compact Disc." CDs are circular discs that are 4.75
in (12 cm) in diameter. The CD standard was proposed by Sony
and Philips in 1980 and the technology was introduced to the
U.S. market in 1983. CDs can hold up to 700 MB of data or 80
minutes of audio. The data on a CD is stored as small notches on
the disc and is read by a laser from an optical drive. The drives
(which represent
1's and 0's)
into
usable data.
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The first CDs were audio CDs, which eventually replaced audio tapes (which earlier replaced
records). Audio CDs have the advantage of allowing the user to jump to different places on the
disc. CDs can also be listened to an unlimited number of times without losing quality. Audio
tapes can start to lose quality after listening to them as few as ten times. This is because the laser
that reads the data on a CD doesn't put pressure on the disc, whereas the play heads on a tape
deck
slowly
wear
away
the
magnetic
strip
on
the
tape.
In 1985, CD-ROMs hit the computer market. Because they could store far more information than
floppy discs (700 MB compared to 1.4 MB), CDs soon became the most common software
format. In 1988, the CD-R (CD-Recordable) technology was introduced, allowing computer
users to burn their own CDs. However, this technology did not become mainstream until the late
1990s. A smaller 3" CD, called "CD-3" is also available and is readable by most tray-loading
CD-ROM drives. For a timeline of the history of the CD,
DVD (Digital Versatile Disc)
Stands for "Digital Versatile Disc." It can also stand for
"Digital Video Disc," but with the mulitple uses of
DVDs, the term "Digital Versatile Disc" is more correct.
Yep, the technology naming people just love to confuse
us. A DVD is a high-capacity optical disc that looks like
a CD, but can store much more information. While a CD
can store 650 to 700 MB of data, a single-layer, singlesided DVD can store 4.7 GB of data. This enables
massive computer applications and full-length movies to
be
stored
on
a
singleDVD.
The advanced DVD formats are even more amazing.
There is a two-layer standard that doubles the singlesided capacity to 8.5 GB. These disks can also be double-sided, ramping up the maximum
storage on a single disc to 17 GB. That's 26 times more data than a CD can hold! To be able to
read DVDs in your computer you'll need a DVD-ROM drive. Fortunately, DVD players can also
read CDs. To play DVD movies on your computer, you'll need to have a graphics card with a
DVD-decoder, which most computers now have.
It's hard to remember what our lives were like without e-mail. Ranking up there with the
Web as one of the most useful features of the Internet, e-mail has become one of today's standard
means of communication. Billions of messages are sent each year. If you're like most people
these days, you probably have more than one e-mail address. After all, the more addresses you
have,
the
more
sophisticated
you
look...
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E-MAIL: (ELECTRONIC MAIL)

E-mail is part of the standard TCP/IP set of protocols. Sending messages is typically done
by SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) and receiving messages is handled by POP3 (Post
Office Protocol 3), or IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol). IMAP is the newer protocol,
allowing you to view and sort messages on the mail server, without downloading them to your
hard
drive.
Though e-mail was originally developed for sending simple text messages, it has become more
robust in the last few years. Now, HTML-based e-mail can use the same code as Web pages to
incorporate formatted text, colors, and images into the message. Also, documents can be attached
to e-mail messages, allowing files to be transferred via the e-mail protocol. However, since email was not originally designed to handle large file transfers, transferring large documents (over
3 MB, for example) is not allowed by most mail servers. So remember to keep your attachments
small!
A printer is an output device that prints paper documents. This includes text documents,
images, or a combination of both. The two most common types of printers are inkjet and laser
printers. Inkjet printers are commonly used by consumers, while laser printers are a typical
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choice for businesses. Dot matrix printers, which have become increasingly rare, are still used
for basic text printing.

PRINTER
The printed output produced by a printer
is often called a hard copy, which is the
physical version of an electronic
document. While some printers can only
print black and white hard copies, most
printers today can produce color prints. In
fact, many home printers can now
produce high-quality photo prints that
rival professionally developed photos.
This is because modern printers have a
high DPI (dots per inch) setting, which
allows documents to printed with a very
fine resolution. In order to print a document, the electronic data must be sent from the computer
to the printer. Many software programs, such as word processors and image editing programs,
include a "Print..." option in the File menu. When you select "Print," you will typically presented
with a Print dialog box. This box allows you to select the print output settings before sending the
document to the printer. After choosing the appropriate settings, you can hit the Print button,
which will send the document to the printer.
SCANNER
A scanner is a device that captures images from
photographic prints, posters, magazine pages, and
similar sources for computer editing and display.
Scanners come in and flatbed types and for
scanning black-and-white only, or color. Very high
resolution scanners are used for scanning for highresolution printing, but lower resolution scanners
are adequate for capturing images for computer
display. Scanners usually come with software, such
as Adobe's Photoshop product, that lets you resize
and otherwise modify a captured image.
Scanners usually attach to your personal computer
with a Small Computer System Interface ( SCSI ).
An application such as PhotoShop uses the TWAIN program to read in the image.
Some major manufacturers of scanners include: Epson, Hewlett-Packard, Microtek, and Relisys
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FAX MACHINE
A fax (short for facsimile and sometimes called
telecopying) is the telephonic transmission of
scanned-in printed material (text or images),
usually to a telephone number associated with a
printer or other output device. The original
document is scanned with a fax machine, which
treats the contents (text or images) as a single
fixed graphic image, converting it into a bitmap.
In this digital form, the information is transmitted
as electrical signals through the telephone system.
The receiving fax machine reconverts the coded
image and prints a paper copy of the document.
Almost all modems manufactured today are
capable of sending and receiving fax data. Fax/modem software generates fax signals directly
from disk files or the screen. Even if a document is text only, it is treated by the computer as a
scanned image and is transmitted to the receiver as a bitmap. Faxing a message online works
well if the recipient wants only to read the message. However, if the document requires editing,
it must be converted into ASCII text by an OCR (optical character recognition) program, or it
must be retyped manually into the computer. A more efficient method of sending documents that
require modification is through the e-mail system. E-mail files are already ASCII text so they can
be edited immediately in any text editor or word processing program.
The Internet now provides a new and cheaper way to send faxes in some cases. A number of free
and commercial companies provide arrangements for using the Internet rather than the public
telephone system for most or part of the path to the fax point. Some services also provide the
ability to broadcast a fax to multiple addresses.
XEROX MACHINE

Xerox machine - a duplicator (trade mark Xerox)
that copies graphic matter by the action of light on
an electrically charged photoconductive insulating
surface in which the latent image is developed with
a resinous powder
PENDRIVE
A pen drive, or a USB flash drive,
is a portable data-storage device.
Pen drives have replaced the
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floppy drives of old and have become the most popular data-storage devices among consumers.
Micro, lightweight and handy, a pen drive can be easily carried from place to place by students,
professionals, academicians and independent tech consultants. Currently available pen drives
with storage capacities ranging from 8GB and 32GB can be used to store graphics-heavy
documents, photos, music files and video clips.
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Chapter - 8
Motivation & Stress Management
This is a compilation of few free articles by Nido R Qubein from the source below. We
acknowledge with thanks for the permission given to use them in the reference book to be used
for Distribution Reform, Upgrades, and Management (DRUM) program of the USAID.
http://www.nidoqubein.com/articlesanddownloads.cfm
Motivating employees in an organization is one of the challenging tasks for the seniors.
It becomes more and more difficult with the differences in caste creed, and religion. However,
there are some fundamental motivators, which when brought into play can have extraordinary
results. Instead of writing a paper on “Motivation – Issues and Aspects”, we thought that the
objective would be better served if the following seven free articles by Nido R. Qubein is
compiled and presented here. There is no logic in arranging them in the order it has been done.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ten Principles of Motivation
What Motivates your Employees?
Balanced and Motivated
How to Inspire others to peak performance
Employees vs Machines
Robotic Performance
Cultural Diversity: Our future

Ten Principles of Motivation
One of the questions I hear most often from executives is “How do I motivate my
employees to do the things I want them to do?”
The answer is: You don’t !
We can’t motivate people. They are already motivated. But we can determine what
motivates them and use this knowledge to channel their energies toward our company goals.
From my 20 years of helping executives solve their people challenges, I’ve learned a few
basic principles about motivation. Let me share them with you:

ALL PEOPLE ARE MOTIVATED
Some people are like water in a faucet. They have the motivation; all you have to
provide is the opportunity. The water is already motivated to flow. But it doesn’t have the
opportunity until you open the tap.
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Others are like mountain streams, which flow swiftly but follow their own channels.
People, too, may move energetically, but toward their own goals. We in management should
make it worth their while to channel their motivations toward the results management is seeking.
PEOPLE DO THINGS FOR THEIR REASONS; NOT FOR YOURS OR MINE
We in management have to show employees what’s in it for them when they follow
behaviors that benefit the company. We can show them by using rewards and recognition,
appealing to their sense of pride and achievement.
PEOPLE CHANGE BECAUSE OF PAIN
When the pain of staying the same becomes greater than the pain of changing, people will
change. For example, Americans didn’t start buying smaller, fuel-efficient automobiles until the
pain of high gasoline prices became greater than the pain of switching to less roomy and less
powerful cars.
THE KEY TO EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION IS IDENTIFICATION
When something becomes personal, it becomes important. When our clients or our
employees begin to identify with who we are and what we are, good things begin to happen.
Large corporations have discovered that. Prudential, for example, knows that its
customers want to buy security. So it doesn’t just sell insurance; it markets peace of mind by
inviting all of us to buy “a piece of the rock”.
Kodak doesn’t sell film; it invites its customers to “trust your memories to Kodak”.
AT&T doesn’t tell us to make long-distance calls. It asks us to “reach out and touch
someone”.
In dealing with employees, it isn’t enough to appeal to them on the basis of loyalty to the
company. They need personal reasons for showing this loyalty. Whether we’re instituting a new
educational program or undergoing a total restructuring, we can get our employees on board
more readily if we show them how the change will affect them for the better.
When my company sets out to lead corporate teams in developing their human-relations
skills, we don’t tell them what we’re going to do for the company. We talk about what we’re
going to do for the individual. For example, in the introduction to one of our manuals, we tell
supervisors.
We’ve designed this complete educational system to help you master the skills of
supervisory management and enjoy the rewards of leadership and career enhancement.
From management’s standpoint, the training was designed to increase the effectiveness of
the organization. That’s what sold the company on the program. But from the employee’s
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standpoint, it was to upgrade the skills of the individual. That’s what sold the employees on the
program.

THE BEST WAY TO GET PEOPLE TO PAY ATTENTION TO YOU IS TO PAY
ATTENTION TO THEM
That means listening to others and not just hearing them. Listening is active; hearing is
passive. If you listen to individuals long enough, they’ll tell you what their concerns and
problems are.
It’s very important that executives listen to their staff and associates. We need to take the
time to get to know them, not just by name, but also by their interests and aspirations.
We should try not to come across as interrogators, but ask them friendly questions about
how they are, what they did over the week-end, and what they’re doing on vacation Then listen.
It’s amazing what you’ll learn.
PRIDE IS A POWERFUL MOTIVATOR
Everybody is proud of something. If we find out what makes our people proud, we can use that
insight to channel their motivation. Pride is tied closely to self-esteem. My friend, Robert W.
Darvin, has founded several successful companies, including Scandinavian Design, Inc., and has
often used our consulting services and invited me to speak to his people. His observations on
self-esteem are worth repeating:
There’s only one thing that counts in a business: building the self-esteem of your
employees. Nothing else matters, because what they feel about themselves is what they give to
your customers. If an employee comes to work not liking his job, not feeling good about himself,
you can be sure that your customers will go away not liking or feeling good about your company.
YOU CAN’T CHANGE PEOPLE; YOU CAN ONLY CHANGE THEIR BEHAVIORS
To change behavior, you must change feelings and beliefs. This requires more than
training. It requires education. When you train people, you just try to teach them a task; when
you educate people you deal with them at a deeper level relative to behavior, feelings and beliefs.
THE EMPLOYEE’S PERCEPTION BECOMES THE EXECUTIVE’S REALITY
This is a very important point. When we speak to employees, they don’t respond to what
we say; they respond to what they understand us to say. When employees observe our behavior,
they respond to what they perceive us doing, and will try to emulate us.
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Suppose you send an employee to developmental workshop or seminar and she comes
back brimming with new ideas and information. But you haven’t been exposed to all this
stimulating stuff, so your behavior doesn’t change. The employee realizes this and concludes
that the behavior she observes in you is the behavior you want. This may not be the case at all.
You may want the employee to implement all these new ideas, but your employee’s perception is
the reality you get.

YOU CONSISTENTLY GET THE BEHAVIORS YOU CONSISTENTLY EXPECT AND
REINFORCE
We should look for ways to reward employees for doing the things we want them to do.
The reward may take the form of financial incentives, prizes, or simply public recognition of a
job well done. Reinforcement can be positive or negative, as my Roundtable partner, Ken
Blanchard, has taught us all. If employees learn that a certain type of behavior results in lower
earnings, less favorable hours or less desirable territories, they’ll adjust their behavioral patterns.
The purpose of most communication is to influence the attitudes and behaviors of those
whom we address. Since the human race is composed of billions of individuals, each with a
different way of responding, no one approach is universally effective. So it’s important that you
learn to express yourself accurately and in a way that will accomplish your purpose towards the
individual you’re addressing.
The basic process of Communicating
To achieve precision and effectiveness in communicating, you should understand the
basic process of communication. It has four requirements:





A message must be conveyed
The message must be received
There must be a response
Each message must be understood

Let’s look at these requirements one at a time.
A message must be conveyed
That sounds simple enough. You know what your thoughts are, and you know how to
translate them into words. But that’s where we lose the simplicity.
Each of us has our own mental dialect. It is the common language of the culture in which
we grow up, modified by our own unique life’s experiences. Our life’s experiences add color
and shades of meaning to different words.
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When you speak, your mental dialect must be translated into the mental dialect of the
hearer. So the words you speak acquire a different color when they pass through the ears of the
person who hears you.
It depends upon where you are
You can probably think of numerous opportunities for misunderstandings on your job and
in your culture. If you tell your travel agent you want a flight to Portland, be sure to specify
Maine or Oregon. Otherwise, you may end upon the wrong.
WE ALL JUDGE OURSELVES BY OUR MOTIVES; BUT WE JUDGE OTHERS BY THEIR
ACTIONS
Put another way, we’re inclined to excuse in ourselves behavior that we find
unacceptable in others. When our employees are late for work, it’s because they’re irresponsible
and have no interest in their jobs. When we’re late for work, it’s because we were attending to
necessary details that had to be taken care of.
When employees engage in undesirable behavior, we shouldn’t try to assess motives or
change them. Just deal with the behavior. We can’t change the motives of our employees, but
through positive or negative reinforcement you can affect their actions.
Follow these principles and you’ll find yourself surrounded by motivated employees who are
channeling their energies towards your corporate goals - - goals in which they have personal
stakes.
Stress management
Distress To Destress – A Recipe For Relaxation
Stress, strain and anxiety plague the life of people in the current era. Not a day passes
without a report in the newspapers containing information about people succumbing to trials and
tribulations of stress. Stress throws the homeostasis of the body and tranquility of the mind out
of balance. Stress related disease is reaching an epidemic proportion taking a heavy toll of
human life these days.
“Stress like relatively, is a scientific concept which has the mixed blessing of too well
known but too little understood” lamented, Hans Selye, who has been referred to, as the Father
of Stress research. He defined stress as “General Adaptation Syndrome in which the body reacts
to any threatening stimulus through a predictable sequence of internal changes including the
release of hormones”.
Stress is the accumulation of normal and abnormal pressures of the modern living, which
tests the individual’s ability to cope. It is the coupled action of the body and mind involving
instant appraisal of the threat and modulation of the response. In other words, it is the twin
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action of the body and mind arising out of threat perception of an unforeseen event and the
individuals’ inability to cope with it by an individual. Dr. Walter Cannon calls this as the fight
or fight reaction of an organism to meet any emergency threatening its existence.
No doubt, this kind of protective mechanism was necessary for the early man whose life
constantly confronted danger of annihilation from wild animals and forces of nature. In such a
situation, this defence mechanism was handy either to fight or flee from the enemy for survival.
Despite the changed scenario in which people no longer face such a threat, the body still
continues to react in the same old fashion.
Anatomy of Stress: If any stress promoting activity is carefully analysed, one can easily
identify the following components:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Happening of an event
Evaluation of the threat
Response from the body
Outcome

While the triggering mechanism of the stress is always threat perception of an individual,
the reaction is the resultant effect depending upon the mental makeup.
Biochemistry of Stress: Whenever a person perceives any stressful event, the brain triggers the
Hypothalamus to secrete a hormone called Cortisol Releasing Factor, which sends messages
down in two pathways. On the one track, the nerve cells in the brain stem and the spinal cord
relay these impulses to the core of the adrenal glands to secrete Epinephrine and nor epinephrine
which increases the heart rate, breathing, alertness and muscle responses. Simultaneously,
Cortisol releasing factor prompts the pituitary gland to produce a hormone called
Adrenocorticotropin to release Cortisol from the cortex of the adrenal glands into the blood
stream in order to speedup the metabolic activities.
Physiology of Stress: When the hormones are released, it leads to a series of physiological
changes inside the body. At first pupils dilate, so that there will be better vision followed by
mouth drying up to ensure that no fluid enters the stomach. Thereafter the digestive process
stops in order to divert blood supply to the brain and the muscles in the neck and shoulder.
Simultaneously, the heart starts pounding and the pace of breathing increases many fold.
Besides, the energy is released in the form of glucose and fat from the liver.
Pathology of Stress: Certain amount of stress is required to meet any emergency. But when the
stress response reaches the point beyond which an individual cannot cope, it has a terrible impact
on health and it may develop into a variety of illnesses. It has been found in research that the
impact of stress accounts for 75% of the visits to the family doctor.
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It has also been noticed in research that chronic dilation of the pupils may result in vision
problems while the drying of mouth may cause difficulty in swallowing. Similarly, muscle
tension may lead to pain in the neck, shoulder and back whereas breathing fast may cause
asthma. The pounding of heart may lead to rise in blood pressure causing cardiovascular and
cardio cerebral diseases.
Psychology of Stress: When stress level surpasses the individual’s capacity to cope, it also
affects mental health. Consequently, people become easily irritable, impatient, angry, restless,
unfocussed and depressed.
Management of Stress: People, who are unable to cope with stress, take to faulty methods of
relaxation. Invariably, they resort to smoking cigarettes, marijuana-drinking alcohol or drug use.
These bad habits will become addiction in addition to causing major health hazards.
Psychologists suggest two-pronged strategy to combat the impact of stress. On the
physiological front, the individual can do regular physical exercise in consultation with the
family physician. Taking right food at the fixed time and sleeping for a minimum duration of six
hours every day will help. On the psychological plane, people are encouraged to follow anyone
or more of the following techniques:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Savasana (Yoga)
Meditation
Autogenic training
Relaxation response
Rational emotive therapy
Hypnosis

Hypnosis – Myths and Realities: People in general equate Hypnosis with black magic or
witchcraft overlooking the fact that it is a naturally occurring state and a scientific phenomenon.
It is a fact that each one of us goes through hypnotic state whenever we are in an altered state of
consciousness. The notion that a subject under hypnosis will lose consciousness is far from
truth. The impression that the subject reveals secrets while in hypnosis is also not true.
Mechanics of Hypnosis: Hypnosis is a safe technique which offers instant relaxation to the
body and mind. The individual shall sit in a sofa comfortably or lie down on the floor. It is
necessary that the subject shall remove the spectacles and loosen the tight fitting clothes.
Thereafter, suggestions for relaxation must be addressed to every part of the body. Enough
pauses between instructions is necessary to allow the unconscious mind to act on the
suggestions. This process when performed by one individual on the other is called Hetero
Hypnosis and when it is practiced by an individual without help of an outsider is called selfhypnosis.
Step by step instructions for any individual who desires to relax using hypnosis is given
hereunder:
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As I am sitting comfortably on the chair (or lying down on the floor) with eyes closed,
my whole body has already started going into a wonderful state of relaxation.
If relaxation means a heavy feeling, such a feel is coming over my entire body.
If relaxation means a light feeling, such a feel is enveloping my whole body.
With my eyes comfortably closed, I have started enjoying the excellent state of relaxation
throughout my body.
I feel so good and so comfortable and I am enjoying this wonderful state of relaxation.
Throughout this period of relaxation, I will be fully alert, awake and conscious. Now I
am going to mentally count from one to ten and at the end of the count, I will relax even more
than I am relaxing now.
ONE

The muscles in my face and my jaws are completely relaxed.

TWO

The muscles in my neck are extremely relaxed and so are the muscles of my
shoulders.

THREE

Both my hands are relaxing now and the fingers even the finger tips are enjoying
this relaxation.

FOUR

With every breath I take, the muscles in my chest are relaxing.

FIVE

This feeling of relaxation is flowing over the muscles of my shoulder, stomach
and the back

SIX

I feel so relaxed now and this relaxation is going down over the muscles in my
thighs.

SEVEN

The muscles in my knees are relaxed now.

EIGHT

The muscles in my ankles and the feet are very relaxed now. I feel so calm,
comfortable and peaceful in every part of my body.

NINE

My whole body is relaxed now.

TEN

With every thought that crosses my mind the relaxation in my body becomes
deeper and deeper. With every breath I take, the relaxation in my body becomes
double.

I am going to keep silent for two minutes and during this period of silence my body
moves into a very deep state of relaxation.
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I am going to count one to three. At the count of three I will open my eyes feeling
refreshed, relaxed and wonderful.
ONE

I feel so calm and comfortable

TWO

I am about to open my eyes feeling refreshed, relaxed and wonderful

THREE

My eyes are open now and I feel wonderful, alert and awake.

The procedure outlined above can either memorised and recorded in a tape for personal
use. However, this exercise is subject to compliance of the following conditions:

There should be a gap of two hours after taking food. People suffering from major
psychosomatic disorders and other illness such as epilepsy can do this exercise only after
clearance from the doctor.
Since leading a life with stress or coping with stress is a matter of choice, every
individual has to take a conscious decision. In this regard, the following verse from a poem
written by ROBERT FROST is quoted reading as under:
Two roads converged into a wood
I choose the one less travelled
And that has made the difference
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CHAPTER - 9
CONSUMER INDEXING
GIS application in Power Distribution Utility
Introduction
Development of geo-referenced consumer and network database has become a necessity for a
host of power distribution applications like customer information system, asset management,
trouble call management, billing system, energy audit and load flow studies. The Power
Distribution Companies constantly engage in updating their consumer data and the
corresponding electrical network attributes. Geographical Information System (GIS) technology
plays an important role in mapping the HT/ LT consumers and electrical network assets, on a
geographical base map, to help define the consumer’s electrical connectivity. Using GIS, the
entire electrical network can be overlaid on a satellite image or a vector base map, with the
facility for zooming, resizing and scrolling.
Survey and mapping
To start developing a GIS map for power distribution network, a GPS survey becomes necessary
for geo-referencing and mapping the relevant electrical assets on the digital base map. In some
GIS applications, even the consumers are mapped to the corresponding electricity network. The
purpose of such application is to index all the consumers and categorize the complete consumer
database with respect to their unique electrical address.
A successful GIS implementation seamlessly integrates the spatial data with various
utility applications - Customer Information System, Assets Management, Outage Management
and Utility Billing System and provides interfaces for cross-application
data portability.
Digitization process
The digitization of electrical network assets, consumer indexing and network mapping involves
the following steps:
1. GPS survey of electrical consumers and network assets: This involves the
Identification of all consumers and their service connections, followed by the
preparation of GIS base map.
2. Digitization of electrical network assets (Substations, Feeders, Transformers
and Poles): Differential GPS is preferred to establish geo-coordinates with
acceptable accuracy. Then the electrical connectivity with reference to the
Pole, Transformer, Feeder and Substation is plotted on the base map.
3. GIS mapping, indexing and codification of electrical consumers and network
assets with defined electrical relationships: This requires collection and
updating of data of consumers along with their electrical connection attributes.
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4. Interoperability and data portability: The following utility applications are
required to be integrated with the GIS application:
a. Customer Information System
b. Asset Management System
c. Trouble Call Management System
d. Utility Billing and Energy Accounting System
e. Load Flow and Load Growth studies
Data collection
Availability of accurate GIS-based distribution network map showing the geo-coordinates and
network configuration is an important prerequisite for analysis ,planning, optimization and load
flow studies. Proper GPS survey and creation of an accurate digital base map for the distribution
network is essential for a successful IS implementation. The survey requires a GPS Base Station
at a pre-determined location, aided by adequate number of GPS Rovers/ Receivers. Surveyors’
walkalong the HT and LT feeders and capture the spatial position of the Pole, Transformer,
Feeder and Sub-stations. The attribute data of the distribution network is also collected in the
process. Differential correction is then performed on the spatial data thus captured.
The digital base map must show the important landmarks like Roads, Rivers etc .which is
necessary for easier identification of network assets and plan new distribution network. For
better visualization, the vector map of the network can be overlaid on the digital base map or a
satellite raster image.
GIS Integration
The GIS application must facilitate on-line query with a graphic display of network section,
showing the particular network element and their attributes. The GIS application must be able to
stitch together contiguous maps sections on the same scale into a continuous mosaic. With GIS
integration, the Customer Information System (CIS) provides the compete information of the
consumer and the network map leading to the source from which the consumer is supplied
electricity. This information can be used for Energy Audit, Load Management, Network
Planning and analysis.
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CHAPTER - 10
ENERGY ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING IN POWER
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
1.0

Introduction

Power is a critical infrastructure for the growth of Indian economy. Acceleration in the
economic growth will depend upon a financially and commercially viable power sector that is
able to attract fresh investments. However, the financial health of State Electricity Boards
(SEBs) has become a matter of grave concern considering that their losses have reached an
alarming level of Rs.32,000 crores, which is equivalent to about 1.5% of GDP. Out of total
energy generated, approximately only 55% is billed and only 41% is realized resulting in
aggregate technical and commercial losses of the order of 45- 50%.
With the large amount of electricity now being handled by the power utilities, 1 %
reduction in AT&C losses would provide substantial financial benefits to the utilities. To realise
the benefits, a systematic approach to reduce commercial and technical losses would be
necessary. The reduction of technical losses can be achieved through system improvement and
upgradation schemes to reduce overloading of lines, transformers, improvement of voltage
profile, etc. but require large capital investments. However, reduction in commercial losses can
be achieved at a much lesser cost and in a shorter time frame through administrative and
legislative action. Development of comprehensive energy accounting system would enable
quantification of losses in different segments of the system and energy auditing would provide
the means to identify the areas of leakage, wastage or inefficient use. This would help in
identifying measures suitable for reduction of T&D losses.
Accounting and Auditing in electricity sector involves evolving procedures and
checks to account for energy from generating stations down to consumer level. In the present
scenario, the focus would be from Grid sub-stations where sub-transmission systems
(66/33/11kV) take off generally as a radial system to supply power to consumers at different
voltage levels. The objective is “to prepare an energy account so as to establish the energy input
and quantum consumed by/billed to various categories of consumers”. This leads to
identification of high loss areas which in turn would help in evolving strategies and action plans
for reduction of losses. The underlying idea is to treat One Energy Unit (kWh) as a unit of
electrical money and follow and develop a system for accounting each unit similar to that is
followed in financial accounting and auditing which has established practices to enable proper
accounting of money to detect the leakages, misappropriation, fraudulent transactions, etc and
contribute in improving the financial performance of the organization. In energy accounting
system, each unit of electricity (kWh) is to be treated as a unit of electrical money. The
accounting system should ensure that the energy made available at sub-station/11kV
feeder/Distribution transformer and units utilized by consumers are checked to see whether the
difference between the two are reasonable and within permissible limits. In addition it should
ensure that all energy is billed and revenue realized in an effective manner.
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1.1

Energy Accounting

Energy Accounting is conceptually simple. It involves preparation of accounts of the energy flow
to various segments and its consumption by various categories of consumers as well as energy
required for meeting the technical requirements of the system out of total available quantum over
a specified time period. This helps in accurate measurement of energy generated, energy
consumed and energy lost.
1.2 Energy Accounting Procedure
1.2.1. Approach
The fundamental approach to energy accounting should be bottoms-up and related to
organizational and responsibility structure of the utility. Each Junior level Engineer should be
entrusted with responsibility of covering a 11 kV feeder(s), which could be feeding a number of
consumers. He would be responsible to account for the energy received by the feeder and billing
of their connected consumers. The exercise would involve establishment of energy measurement
system and preparation of energy balance related to the different responsibility areas in the field
for billing and revenue collection.
Preparation of an effective energy account will be possible only if:
 Meters are installed on both sides of each element of the network as indicated in Annex -I
 All the consumer installations are installed with accurate energy meters.
 Energy meter readings are taken at sending end and at all the consumer installations
simultaneously.
 Similar accuracy class meters are installed both for measuring input to system and energy
sales.
 Meters are regularly tested and calibrated.
 Electronic trivector meters with data logging facilities are provided on the 11 KV feeders/
secondaryside of distribution transformers to record load curve which facilitates
assessment of load factors and loss load factors.
The exercise would involve establishment of energy measurement system and preparation of
energy balance related to the different responsibility areas. The exercise is highly data intensive
as it involves large number of feeders at 11 kV and 0.4 kV level connected from the different
S/Ss and each serving to the large number of consumers of various categories. Preparation of
electrical network database and documentation and consolidation of consumer details would be
the first step in energy accounting. Each consumer should be identified with the Distribution
transformer through which he is fed, and then each Distribution transformer would be identified
with the feeder on which the transformer is installed. In turn each feeder would be identified
with substation from which electric supply is received. This could be done by giving one ‘Code
No.’ to each consumer, which would be his ‘technical address’ on this bill. In addition, the bill
should include the identification of meter reader and applicable tariffs.
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The efficacy of the data for energy accounting would largely depend on the quality of
meters employed in the system. Network metering and consumer metering system should be
reviewed and working, non working, defective, unmetered supply etc. should be documented for
taking corrective measures.
In the Sub-Transmission and Distribution systems in a responsibility area, some feeders
may cross the boundaries and feed the loads either in part or full other areas also. Such inter area
exchanges should be avoided at 11 kV level by network reconfiguration and
administrative/jurisdiction adjustments. In cases where such network restructuring is not feasible
or economical, additional energy meters could be placed at appropriate locations or relevant data
on energy transfers/billed consumption could be exchanged between the units to avoid
complication of accounting. The network within the unit at Division/Sub-Division/feeder level
may also be so reconfigured to minimise the Inter-Division/Sub-Division/feeder exchange of
energy and there is no dilution of responsibility in actual practice.
Well defined procedures for reading of the energy meters (on 11 kV feeders) not having
data logging facilities and consumer meters would enhance the reliability and correctness of
energy accounting. To correct for non-simultaneous reading of consumer meters and billing
cycles, simple procedures should be laid down. For unmetered consumption, till such time as
100% consumer metering is in place, data derived from sample metering at selected distribution
transformers, sample survey of consumption of various categories of consumers on a system
wide basis would be required. For getting optimum results, scientific sampling techniques are to
be adopted. Size of sample, actual location where the meters are to be installed should be based
on detailed analysis of consumers profile, identification of regional factors and other parameters,
having an impact of consumption. For example in the case of agricultural consumers the
parameters would be cropping pattern, ground water profile, irrigation practices, agro-climatic
factors etc. For domestic and commercial consumers, the parameters could be based on income
levels, sanctioned/connected load etc. In the case of street lighting, the season wise sample
survey, hours of supply and number of working light points etc., should be considered. With the
analysis of data from such surveys, the energy consumption of un-metered consumers could be
worked out on a reasonable basis. Accordingly reasonably reliable figure of energy losses for
each feeder could be derived.
Even after achieving 100% metering of consumers, it would be necessary to have
metering of some selected distribution transformers, serving different categories of load to
provide a reference point for checking the energy balance. The data from consumer level
metering and sample survey data should be utilized to firm up consumption of each class of
consumer and derive validated data. The sample metering data would enable establishing norms
of consumption and investigation of out of norm consumption and causes and reasons thereof.
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The overall check would also be possible by adopting the population of each class of consumer
and applying the sample data for estimation of consumption to validate T&D losses.
The energy accounting would require constant review and modification to bring it to a
stage and level where in a reasonably true picture emerges. Considering the volume of data and
nature of job, it would be necessary to computerise the energy accounting system to generate
Management Information System (MIS) reports for different level of management. This would
enable taking remedial measures to improve billing. In medium & long term it would facilitate
to take system improvement measures.

Computerised billing software placed at Division/sub-division level should be designed
to capture the concept of tracking the consumer to the electrical network and meter reader. MIS
reports of each feeder could be generated through suitable Financial Energy Management System
software package developed to meet specific needs of the circle.
Some of the important features of software could be as under:






Feeder wise/Distribution Transformer wise loss
Equipment failure and interruption analyses for the feeder
Billing CGL ( Consumer General Ledger)
Consumer analyses (kwh/kw)
Realisation Index(Rs/kwh) for each category and feeder as a whole

This would enable feeder wise monitoring of activities and assessment of achievements visà-vis targets for loss reduction and revenue realisation.

The energy accounting is not a one-time exercise but is to be done on a continuous basis.
This would be effective for identification of strategies to reduce the losses in short and long term
and also contain them at reasonable levels. The financial turn around of the utilities can be
achieved through a well-developed energy accounting and audit system with accountability at all
levels. Organisation structure of the utility and accounting system has to be developed in an
integrated manner to take up this activity effectively.
1.3 Energy Audit
Energy Audit is the technique to establish the current status of energy efficiency of a system.
It involves identifying energy losses, quantifying them, segregating the losses into technical and
commercial losses, estimating energy conservation potential and proposing visible and
economically attractive solutions. The ultimate end result of such an exercise is to improve
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system performance, increase its efficiency and introduce design changes leading to renovation,
modernisation and upgradation. The energy accounting gives the overall picture of energy
availability and its use. The energy audit would enable analysing the data in meaningful manner
to evolve measure to introduce checks and balances in the system to reduce leakages and losses
and also to improve technical performances. Energy audit should be carried out with the
following objective:







Review and upgradation of procedure for energy accounting.
Review of technical efficiency of system elements in ST&D system.
Analysis of the techniques for measuring energy received, energy billed and revenue
collection.
Review of performance of equipment, meters, distribution transformers etc.
Audit the segregation of technical and non-technical losses.
Establishment of norms for checking the consumption of various categories of consumers
and overall energy balance in the circle.

1.3.1 Procedure for energy audit
In the process of supplying electricity to consumers, energy losses are occurring on
account of technical and commercial reasons. The technical losses are due to energy dissipation
in the conductors and the equipments used for transmission and distribution of power.
Commercial losses are caused due to pilferage of energy, defective meters, meter reading errors
and energy not accounted for. The energy losses are to be computed for each element of the
network on the basis of actual energy sent out and actual consumption as recorded by the meters
installed on both sides of the element. In accordance with the sample metering arrangement
given at Exhibit-I the losses in various system elements could be worked out as per the
description given in Annex – I
It may not be possible to conduct energy audit for the entire power system of a utility in one go
due to financial, organizational and logistical constraints. Hence it has to be conducted in stages.
A compact area of the power system would have to be identified and energy audit studies taken
up. It is very difficult to get a very accurate picture due to the following reasons:
 The energy meters provided on 11 kV feeders are of class 1 / class 0.5 accuracy, whereas
at consumer installations the meters are of Class 2 accuracy.
 All the energy consumed is not recorded due to illegal tapping, theft, pilferage etc…
 The sending end readings are taken on a particular day whereas the readings for
consumers are taken in a staggered manner.
 The meter readings of some consumers are not taken due to locked premises/ defective
meters.
 Meters are not reading at light load
 Meters not recording within prescribed accuracy limits.
 Assessment of consumption in respect of unmetered consumers
Proper and accurate meters, meter reading, meter testing & calibration, billing and collection
systems are essential for effective and accurate energy accounting.
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Proposed Test Schedule for meters
Single Phase LT meters

Once in 5 years after installation

LT three phase meters (CT operated ) 20 Once in a year to be checked since these
kVA to 100 kVA
are installed for high value consumers
Other LT metering systems
EHT /HT meters

Once in two years after installation
-

Below 5 MVA- Once in a year
5 to 10 MVA – Once in six months
above 10 MVA – Once in a quarter

The testing schedule for HT consumers should cover the entire Metering System including CT’s,
PT’s and Pilot Wire. Detailed ratio Testing of CT, PT and control Pilot/ wires is to be done.
Testing through mobile vans/mobile cubicles through secondary injections kit and phantom
loading may also be carried out by Measurement Unit.
Functional Requirement for Meters for Energy Accounting and Audit

The Meters for Energy Accounting and Audit are termed as System meters which basically are
meters at S/s, outgoing feeders, distribution transformers etc. The role of meters for energy
accounting and audit i.e. system meters is to arrive at operating & performance parameters,
energy accounting and energy audit. System meters are generally not used for measuring energy
for commercial purposes, and hence need not cater to any tariff structure.
Role of system meters is served by having time of day logging features to enable the following
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Time of day wise energy accounting
Time of day wise load flow studies
Time of day wise voltage profiles
Computation of supply availability duration
Computation of supply interruptions

Data from system meters are used to derive,
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Ampacity loading of individual line sections
Voltage profile of busses
Supply availability duration, No. of interruptions
Energy sent out (for feeder meters), Operating parameters (like peak/base demand,
diversity factor at substations, load curves, load duration curves, reactive
deficit/surplus etc.)
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(v) Technical loss in different line sections (from load flow studies using the meter data)
(vi) Energy mismatch at different busbars
(vii) Energy accounting for different administrative areas within a utility
(viii) Contingency analysis (capability to cater to loads in event of line tripping)
(a)

Data logging features needed for system meters (Feeder meters and S/s meters), to obtain
the above information are interval wise logging of the following data.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Energy (kWh)3 phase
kW3 phase (at peak kVA of interval)
kVAr3 phase(at peak kVA of interval)
Voltage3 phase-average(at peak kVA of interval)
Power down time (in minutes during the interval)

A data logging interval of 30 minutes or 15 minutes is sufficient for system meters. The
emphasis is to have all system meters of the same type, i.e. logging the same set of parameters,
so that the data can be grouped/summated & and less on the interval duration.

In addition to above time-of-day logging, the meters should have (i) a cumulative energy register
(ii) cumulative count of load interruptions (with interruptions measured as current less than a
threshold value)

(b)

Data logging features needed for DT meters are an interval-wise logging of the following
data.
(a) Energy (kWh)3 phase
(b) kWR phase (at peak kVA of interval)
(c) kWY phase (at peak kVA of interval)
(d) kWB phase (at peak kVA of interval)
(e) kVArR phase (at peak kVA of interval)
(f) kVArY phase (at peak kVA of interval)
(g) kVArB phase (at peak kVA of interval)
(h) VoltageR-N (at peak kVA of interval)
(i)
VoltageY-N (at peak kVA of interval)
(j)
VoltageB-N (at peak kVA of interval)
(k) Power down time (in minutes during the interval)

The suitable interval here is 30 or 15 minutes.
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The emphasis here is more on having all system meters of the same type, and less on the
interval duration. In addition to above time-of-day logging, the meters should have a cumulative
energy register
1.3.2 Segregation of losses into technical and non technical losses
The losses determined through energy accounting are compared with the losses estimated
through network simulation studies. Load flow studies for the distribution system can be carried
out utilising the data from 11 kV feeder’s meter and field data of distribution transformer loading
(through tong testers) and energy losses may be worked by applying load and loss load factors
suitably. With availability of distribution system analysis software, load flow studies can be
carried out for different loading conditions during the energy accounting period for more reliable
results. Estimation of losses in LT network may be done initially for sample network emanating
from representative distribution transformers covering different category of consumers and load
density. With full computerisation of database it would be feasible to cover the whole LT
system as per needs. The difference of energy input measured at feeder end and the recorded
consumption, is the total loss. The difference of total loss and the loss obtained from simulation
studies (technical loss) is an indication of the non- technical loss in each distribution feeder. This
accounting and analysis would enable segregation of technical and non-technical losses in the
system and draw up strategies for achieving results in both the fronts.
1.3.3. Identification of elements with high technical losses
The technical losses computed for each element of the network from load flow studies are to be
compared with the reasonable level of losses for that element. The reasonable level of losses in
various segments of the system as set out by the Committee of experts/ Central Electricity
Authority in the “ Guidelines for Development of Sub-transmission and Distribution system”
for conditions prevailing in the country are as under:

ZONE

SYSTEM ELEMENTS

A

Step-up transformer & EHV 0.50% to 1.00%
transmission system
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POWER
(%)

LOSS

B

Transformation to intermediate
voltage level, transmission
system & step-down to subtransmission voltage level

1.50% to 3.00%

C

Sub-transmission system and 2.25% to 4.50%
step-down
to
distribution
voltage level

D

Distribution lines and service
connections

4.00% to 7.00%

8.25 % to 15.50%

Total losses

These losses depend on pattern and nature of demand, load density and the capability and
configuration of system, equipment used and vary for various system elements. However, system
where total percentage loss lie beyond these values should become a matter of serious concern
and further study and analysis should be carried out. Targets for reduction of technical/nontechnical losses should accordingly be fixed, measures identified and action taken to accomplish
the same within the given time period.
Proper energy accounting and auditing would facilitate in creation of a data base to act as input
for following upgradation/ improvements to the distribution system:








Load Management.
Details of power factor, active and reactive power flows and suitable location for reactive
power injection in the system.
Assessment of diversity in the system
Optimum utilisation of equipment and services.
Improved voltage profile in the system.
Details of category-wise consumption of loads and proper forecast of demand.
Better system augmentation and expansion planning.

Scope for Improvement of efficiency in consumption/Agricultural Sector
There exists an enormous scope for technological improvements and energy savings in all energy
consuming sectors and this is vindicated by the fact that the energy intensity of India is many
times higher than that in developed countries. India’s energy intensity per unit of GDP is 3.7
times higher than that of Japan and 1.5 times that of USA, indicating a very high wastage
Therefore, efficiency in consumption of energy becomes very important. There is huge scope for
energy saving in industrial, commercial, domestic and agricultural sectors. Efficient use of
energy provides the least cost and most environment friendly option for capacity creation in the
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shortest possible time. One of the sectors viz agriculture is being taken as an example.As per
studies conducted by various organizations the operating efficiencies are much less than what
can be achieved.
Achievable efficiency versus operating efficiency

Achievable Efficiency

Average actual efficiency in field

Pump

70%

30% to 35%

Motor

88%

70% to 75%

Pump set as a whole 60%
with piping

27%

Coordinated programmes for improvement of pumpsets in the country are required to be put into
place to tap the huge potential for energy savings. The agricultural consumers may not be ready
to put in money for improvement of the pumpsets. However the utilities would benefit by
subsidizing the programme for rectification of pumpsets due to the reductions in capacity
additions/ procurement of additional power for meeting the inefficiencies in the pumpsets.
1.4

Profit Center

In the competitive market environment of today business cannot survive unless there is total
accountability and associated responsibility and authority. Distribution sector also needs to be
treated as a business entity if financial viability is to be achieved. The heads of the business
units should be empowered to act and be held accountable for their actions & performance. Such
a concept would be achievable if each electrical unit is declared as a profit center with its own
accounting system. The performance parameters as well as benchmarks can be set for
improvement. This would also bring in the sense of ownership and competition, which are
essential ingredients for success of a business.
There is a need for declaration of every unit as a profit center and establishing base line
parameters as well as bench marks for measuring improvements consequent upon the
commercial, administrative and technical interventions. The operating expenses of the unit,
which contribute towards the delivery cost of energy to the customer, can also be monitored
more closely as a profit center concept and measures may be initiated for reduction of the same.
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The segregation of business units of utilities should be done on business accounting basis and
financial practices may be adopted with clear principle on following lines:

Input Energy handled / sold.

Revenue realized from sales and cost incurred on purchase of input energy.

Expenditure incurred on O & M, repairs, spares, supplied, consumables etc.
The above segregation may be done as a separate profit centre of as a Stand alone Business Unit
(SBU) or as fully owned subsidiary of utility and this may be accomplished in steps with
following to be achieved immediately:





Separate financial statements; Balance Sheet, P & L Account, Fund flow etc.
Detailed information of current assets, investment, debtors, loans, depreciation, cash
reserve etc.
Transfer pricing for each unit by utility at each point of sale. This price could be
worked out for division, sub-division up to the feeder level.
Short term investment plans.

In the next stage, the separate unit must formulate itself as a complete business unit and should
have at least following information





GIS mapping of all assets and meters.
Complete consumer profile
Valuation of all assets, depreciation, debt service charger etc.
Long term investment plans with cost benefit analysis investment rating by FIs.

1.5
Difference between energy accounting and energy audit (this can also be used for the
purpose of assessment also if desired)

Energy accounting
Basic definition
Importance
Procedure (key steps)
Necessary conditions
Precautions
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Energy audit

1.6

Overcoming the Obstacles to Energy Accounting.

Problem
Lack of meters.

Solutions
Present to the company the business case
(economic study) that it the company will
loose less money when meters are installed.
Acknowledge that collections will not be
100%. Even with less than 100% collections
the business case is probably positive.
Lack of manpower
Make the business case for more staff.
Lack of computers
This business case is easy, since the cost of
computers is low, especially when compared to
the lost revenue.
Employees take bribes or extort money from 1. Pay them a compensation package (salary,
customers
bonus incentives, retirement, medical and
dental plans, optic plans, education
support, etc.) that puts them in the third
quartile of the industry and the public.
2. Then discipline them. Discharge those that
are found and proven to be corrupt; adhere
to the companies disciplinary procedures.
3. Then, civilly, and in some cases
criminally, prosecute the special cases.
 Read all the meters on one feeder at the
same time, on the same day. Create
meter reading routes that are based on
feeders, not geography.

Time parallax in data collection.



Use the load survey data recording
function in the meter on the DT to time
slice the energy flow into the feeder to
coincide with the day of the route meter
reading.

Conclusion
Accounting and Audit form the basis for detail and complete evaluation of the system which is
need of the hour. The T&D losses for the country as a whole are reported to be about 34% as per
data received from the utilities. However, most of the utilities after restructuring are reporting
losses in the range of 35- 55% and the actual losses in the country are still a matter of conjecture
in the absence of adequate metering at various voltage levels. Considering this trend, the T&D
losses for the country as a whole could be around 45-50% and there is a potential for reduction of
losses by 30-35 %. This reduction could be achieved by reduction in both technical and
commercial losses. The benefit to the utility in terms of reduction in capacity additions will,
however, largely be through reduction of technical losses and to some extent through commercial
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losses as commercial losses contain some element of wastage of electricity. Commercial losses
are generally considered as a financial loss but not an economic loss. However whenever there is
an element of free electricity, wasteful use creeps in. The reduction of these wastages would also
lead to reduction in capacity additions required.
The adoption of proper energy accounting and audit would ultimately facilitate increased
revenue realisation for the energy supplied to the consumers, identification of areas and causes of
high energy losses and cutting down on its own expenses on account of the operational
inefficiencies. It also helps the utility in bringing accountability and efficiency in its working.
This would enable improving the financial health of the utility and would contribute substantially
towards overall development of the power sector and improving financial health of the utilities
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Annex-I
SAMPLE FORMAT FOR COMPUTATION OF LOSSES FOR SYSTEM ELEMENTS

Sl. No.

System elements

Losses (MU)

220 kV Line

M7–M9

Losses as % of energy available in
the system

220 kV / 132 kV M 9 – M 10
transformation
132 kV Line

M 11 – M 12

132 / 33 kV M 12 – M 15
Transformation
33 kV Line

M 16 – M 17

33 / 11 kV M 17 – M 21 – M
Transformation
22
11 kV Line & M 21 – M 23 – M
24
Distribution
Transformers*
LV Lines $

M 25 – 21 – M 22

Note* The description given refers to the method of calculation of losses in respect of an
individual 11 kV feeder and should include the reading of meters on the distribution
transformers as well.

$ for a typical LV feeder.
Refer Exhibit – I for location of meters (M1, M2……………..)
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Financial Management, Stores Accounting and office
Administration
PRE TRAINING
EVALUATION TEST
1.

Aim of Electricity 2003
a) To enable private sector participation
b) To make power sector efficient and run on commercial lines
c) To make officials accountable
d) To reduce AT & C losses

(

)

2.

Do Electricity Regulatory commissions have powers to fix the tariffs?

(

)

a) Yes
b) No
c) Subject to Government’s approval
d) Subject to approval of legislature
3.

Unit of measurement of electrical energy is
a) Kilowatt[kw]
b) Kilowatthour[kwh]
c) Megawatthour[mwh]
d) Megawatt(MW)

(

)

4.

Power factor =

(

)

(

)

a) kw/kvA
b) kvar/kvA
c) kvA/kw
d) kvA/kvAr
5.

In RGGVY the capital subsidy is
a) 100%
b) 90%
c) 70%
d) 50%
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6.

As per Revised definition for declaring a village electrified

(

)

a) A Distribution Transformer is to be erected in the vllage/hamlet
b) Electricity is to be provided to the public places like schools, panchayats and hospital
c) Number of households electrified should be 10% of the total households in the village
d) All (a) (b) & (c) are to be satisfied
7.

Main Objective of R-APDRP is Reduce Aggregate Technical &
Commercial (AT&C) losses

(

)

a) Reduce Aggregate Technical & Commercial (AT&C) losses
b) 100% metering
c) Bring in commercial viability
d) Increase consumer satisfaction
8.

When a bidder submits bid security in the form of a bank guarantee
drawn on a bank which is not a scheduled bank as per RBI guide lines, can it be
accepted?
(
)

a) Yes
b) Yes, if there is no such condition in the ITB
c) NO
d) Depends on the judgment of bid opening authority if there is no such condition
9.

In a two part bid can the financial bid of a bidder be opened if he does
not satisfy the technical criteria prescribed in the bid?

(

)

(

)

a) YES
b) NO
c) Can be opened to know the rates
d) Bid opening authority can take a decision
10.

The work of “Replacement of failed equipment” is of nature

a) Capital
b) O&M
c) DRF
d) GRF
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11.

For taking up execution of any work which of the following are required

(

)

(

)

(

)

a) Administrative approval
b) Technical sanction
c) Budget Provision
d)Work order
12.

Purpose of Work Order is to

a) Authorize the field engineer to take up the work
b) Have control over physical & financial aspects of work
c) To enable the field engineer to draw materials and incur labour expenditure
d) ALL three mentioned above
13.

Objective of RTI act is to

a) Enforcing Transparency & Accountability in the working of every public authority
b) Obtain each and every information from all government departments
c) The confidential files
d) Root out corruption
14.

Which of the following is exempted from RTI
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

(

)

Issue of passport
Decision by the administrative authority
Lead to incitement of an offence
Filing of FIR

15. Input to the computer is through
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

Keyboard
CD
Pendrive
DVD
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16. Storage Capacity of CD is
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

)

1GB
2GB
700 MB
300 Mb

17.

Which of the following is an output device?
a) Pendrive
b) DVD
c) Printer
d) Hard disc

(

)

18.

In power sector the following technology is used for communication

(

)

(

)

a)
b)
c)
d)

19.

Satellite
Power line carrier
Fibre optics
Both (b) &(c)

Motivating people means
a)
b)
c)
d)

Change their attitude
Change their behavior
Change their mindset
Giving them increments

20.

To relieve stress people are encouraged to practice
a) Yoga
b) Meditation
c) Relaxation response
d) Hypnosis

(

)

21.

Consumer Indexing means

(

)

a)
b)
c)
d)

Locating the consumer to the DTR from which he is fed through GIS/GPs
Codification of consumers DTR wise to enable energy audit
Have a RDBMS for the consumers
Giving a consumer number
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22. GIS of electrical network facilitates
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

Geographical location of asset
Attending to breakdowns easily
Asset management
Attending to fuse off calls of consumers
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)

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, STORES ACCOUNTING AND
OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
POST TRAINING
EVALUATION TEST
1. Power in a 3 phase circuit is
a) √3 x Volts x Amps x Power Factor
1000
b) Volts x Amps x Power Factor
1000
c) √3 x Volts x Amps
1000
d) Volts x Amps
1000

(

)

2. Maximum Demand of a HT consumer touched in a month is

(

)

(

)

a)
b)
c)
d)

Highest recorded in any half an hour during the month
Highest instantaneous value recorded during the month
Average of highest in any half an hour for 30days in a month
2*(a)

3. Who gives license to a DISCOM to carry out Electricity Distribution Business
a) Electricity Regulatory Commission
b) State Government
c) Central Government
4. The work of “Replacement of failed equipment” is of nature

(

)

a) Capital
b) O&M
c) DRF
d) GRF
5. DISCOM purchases power from

(

a) Transmission Company
b) Generation Companies
c) Power exchanges
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)

d) Both (b) & (c)
6. Power sector reforms were needed

(

)

(

)

(

)

a) To satisfy world bank for getting funds
b) To see that the power utilities become financially viable and reduce
govt subsidy
c) To unbundle the State Electricity Boards
d) Enable private sector participation
7. Under which section of Electricity act 2003 ,theft of Electricity can be
punished with imprisonment
a)
b)
c)
d)

section 135
section 153
section 159
Section 67

8. Franchising of the villages electrified under RGGVY is
a)
b)
c)
d)

Mandatory
Optional
Required to draw last instalment of loan
To avoid conversion of grant into loan

9. Electricity connection to BPL consumer under RGGVY is provided
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

)

(

)

Keyboard
CD
Pendrive
DVD

11. Unit of measurement of electrical energy is
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

Free of cost without any monetary limit
90% of cost free
Free of cost up to Rs.2200/If state Govt allows free electricity charges

10. Input to the computer is through
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

kilowatt[kw]
kilowatthour[kwh]
megawatthour[mwh]
megawatt(MW)
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12. one of the Eligibility criteria for eligibility under R-APDRPis to achieve
reduction of the AT &C loss where the loss is more than 30 % by
a)
b)
c)
d)

5% per year
3% per year
1.5% per year
no specific target

13. The activity under Part-A of R-APDRP is
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

The full quantity as in the original P.O. at th same rates
50% of the original PO quantityat the same rates
50% PO quantity at 10% higher rate
No repeat order is allowed

17. Purpose of Bid Security (Earnest Money Deposit) is
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

Proprietory nature of materials
Where bids are not received in spite of repeated tendering
Both (a) &(b)
Emergency requirements

16. A repeat purchase order(P.O) can be placed for
a)
b)
c)
d)

)

4 bids
3 bids
2 bids
no limit

15. A purchase order on a single quotation can be placed in case of
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

System Improvement
HVDS project
Preparation of Base Line data
Energy Auditing and Accounting

14. To finalise a purchase order there should be normally minimum
a)
b)
c)
d)

(

The bidder does not withdraw from the bid within the validity of the bid
All and sundry do not participate in the tender
The bidder does not modify the bid
Some sort of security
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)

18. A bidder submits his bid half an hour after the prescribed time. He gives
valid reasons for the delay. Can it be accepted?

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

22. To relieve stress people are encouraged to practice
a) Yoga
b) Meditation
c) Relaxation response
d) Hypnosis

(

)

23. GIS of electrical network facilitates
a) Geographical location of asset
b) Attending to breakdowns easily
c) Asset management
d) Attending to fuse off calls of consumers

(

)

a)
b)
c)
d)

YES
NO
Tender opening authority can take a decision
Competent authority can take a decision

19. Is post tender negotiation with bidders permitted?
a)
b)
c)
d)

YES
NO
Only with L-1
with permission of the competent authority

20. Do Electricity Regulatory commissions have powers to fix the tariffs?

a) Yes
b) No
c) subject to Government’s approval
d) subject to approval of legislature
21. In RGGVY the capital subsidy is

a) 100%
b) 90%
c) 70%
d) 50%
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24. In a two part bid can the financial bid of a bidder be opened if he does
not satisfy the technical criteria prescribed in the bid?

(

)

(

)

e) YES
f) NO
g) Can be opened to know the rates
h) Bid opening authority can take a decision
25. For taking up execution of any work which of the following are required

a) Administrative approval
b) Technical sanction
c) Budget Provision
d) Work order
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